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Young Wild West and the Line League
-OR-

ARIETTA AMONG THE SMUGGLERS
By AN OLD SCOUT
horn of his saddle, and without dismounting ,began swinging
it over his head .
Suddenly he let it go and the noose settled over the end of
YOUNG WILD WEST AND HIS SWEETHEART.
the limb, which was about four feet further out than the
Under the shade of some palms in a wild and picturesque vine and flower.
spot on the bank of the Rio Grande, one afternoon a few
"Oh, I never thought of getting it that way!" and Arietta
years ago, a dashing young fellow of twenty and a pretty broke into a silvery laugh.
'
golden-haired girl of seventeen might have been seen had the
Young Wild West smiled and nodded. 'l'hen he drew the
casual observer passed that way.
noose taut and pulled the limb to the edge of the bank.
There was something about the young couple that would
"Pick the flower, Et; it is yours," he said.
have impressed anyone who came upon them. They were
The girl moved the cream-colored horse she rode forward
not only a decidedly handsome couple, but there was a dis- and did so.
tinguished, not to say commanding air about them.
Then the dashing boy gave a quick pull upon the lariat
The boy-for such we will call him, since l:e had not at- and it broke the limb, the rest of which sprang outward tG
tained his majority-was of medium height and weight, built its former position. ·
like a trained athlete, and was attired in a blue silk shirt,
A delicious fragrance came from the flower, which Arietta
buckskin breeches that were triml::\1ed with scarlet fringe, hastened to place under the nose of her young lover, and he
riding boots, and a broad-brimmed sombrero of a pearl color. gave a nod of approval.
His dark eyes betokened naught but bravery, coolness, and
"That is all right, Et," he observed. "You can take it
daring, w.th a little sprinkling · of recklessness, and the home and show it to Anna and E'loise. I must confess that
wealth of chestnut hair that hung down over his shoulders I never saw a flower like it before. It is the only one that
put a fitting finish to the pictur.e of a young American of the grew on the vine, I guess."
·
.
wild and boundless West.
This seemed to be true, for though they looked about fo1
The girl was a perfect type of budding womanllood, a more, not one could they find.
blonde, and whose clear eyes of blue showed that she pos"Well, suppose we ride back to Buckhorn Ranch, Et?"
Young Wild West suggested a couple of minutes later.
sessecl a certain degree of feai-lessness not common among "Stella Thompson is rather particular about serving meals on
theShe
average
her sex.
·
· wi·11 b e supper-time
·
b Y tne
· t·ime we ge t th ere, as
wore of
a neat
riding suit that was a combination of time,
an d it
buckskin, silk and velvet, and the cha:r.niing grace with which it is a good fifteen miles from hei·e. We don't want to put
the h-0rses to it too fast, as it is too warm for that."
she sat in the saddle told only too plainly that she had been
"All right, Wild; I am ready," she replied, as she finished
bron s:,-ht up t o ride and manage a horse.
pinning the flower to her breast.
nd
th
This couple had figured in many dangerous a
rilling
They were about to urge their horses forward over the
adventures in all parts of the Wild West. They were no
l
·
h
th
ot11e1· t11an )' oung Wild vv·est, the Champion Deadshot of the wi nd ing trail t iat fo ll,,..,,.,.cd ·tl1 e b :.mk Of th e nver
w en ey
West and Prince of the Saddle, and his charming sweetheart, heard the rumbling and creaking of wagon wheels.
The sounds ca1~1e from behind them, so they involuntarily
Arietta Murdock.
turned.
"Oh, Wild!" cried the girl, as her eye caulsht sight of a
Then they heard the sound of voices, and the next minute
peculiar, not to say beautiful flower that was at the extreme a coveTed wagon drawn by a team of mules appeared around
'-m l O.L a trallmg vme which hung from a limb of a big palm a bend in the trail.
over the water, about ten feet from the river bank, "I would
Two men were seated in front of the wagon and one was
like to have that."
•
driving the mules.
"All right, Et," was the reply. "We will try and get it."
One of them was plainly a Mexican and the other was a
"But we can't, for the liD;lb 'A'.ould not hold ,,you, and we tall, lanky fellow, who looked as though he might have been
have no way of pullmg the limb m to the bank.
. reared in Maine or some other Eastern State.
"Oh, yes, we have!" exclaimed Young Wild Wes~. . "~ust
When they s~w Young Wild West and Arietta at a halt
see how easy it will be to get that flo,_ver. I doubt if it is _a in the middle of the trail, as though waiting for the outfit
sweet- smelling one, though, for that vme looks as though it ! to come up, the two m en looked at each other and smiled.
might be poisonous."
/ Then they said something in a voice that was so low that
"Well, never mind it, then, Wild."
! our friends could not catch i~.
.
"I am going to show how easy it is to get the flower,
But it mattered not to Wild what they said, or what they
Et. You could do it yourself." . ·
.
thought (?f doing.
.
. .
.
With that he oicked up the coiled la.nat that hung to the
One quick glance from his well-tramed eyes t old him that
CHAPTER I.

•
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE LINE. LEAGUE.

ni>ither of the men were what might be called honest and
She held a silver-mount~d six-s110oter ,in her hand, and the
upright.
muzzle cove1·ed the Mexican's breast.
The tall man had a crafty look that was bound to make
"1'bat's right. Et!" said Young Wild West. "If the grease!'
him appear to be a genuine crook, and the Mexican simply ·tries to shoot, drop him. I guess it will take a bigger outfit
looked like the majority of those of his country who would than this to scare us!"
rather live at the expense of others than work themselves.
"Great punkin-vines!" came from the lips of the Yankee.
It was the downeaster who was diiving the mules, and
"Is that all?" queried the boy, with a tantalizing laugh.
wh~n they were within a dozen feet of the horses of Wild ancl
"You've g-one way past ther limit, boy! "
Anetta he called out loudly:
~
[ "Have I? Well, you have got just ten seconds to get b~i::k
"Whoa, there_! You pesky critters, what do you mean? . in that wag-on ! If you are not therp in that time you will
Want ter run right over folks? Hello, strangers! How fur never get there alive! Do you hear what I say?"
is it to El Paso?"
Crack!
·
.
"If you want to go to El Paso you had better tum the
As the words left our hero's lips he fired a shot, and the
other way," 'our hero answered.
bullet clipped off a lock of the man's hair close to the side
"Is that so? Why, I thought this was ther right way?" of his head, so he could feel the sting.
and he looked at the Mexican and grinned.
But if he was surprised he was gritty as they make them,
"Well, it isn't the right way."
for with an oath the Yankee seized his revolver and jerked it
"It ain't, hey? Well, all right, then. We was told it was from his belt.
ther right way, so either ther one that told us that is a
Crack!
liar, or you are."
With a howl of pain he dropped it and made a dive for
Young Wild West smiled.
thP. wagon.
"Yes, either o_ne of us :nust be a liar," he answered,
Young Wild West had simply sent a bullet close enough _to
calmly. "You might be a liar. though, for perhaps no one graze the back of his hand, but it was enough to cause lum
told you this was the way to El Paso."
to drop the weapon.
"Creepin' punkin-vines! Do you hea1· what he says,
Dave Ditwell, as he had introduced himself, got into that
Tony?"
wag-on quicker than he had ever done before.
"I a-hear," came the response in a lazy tone. "Boy a-make
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed our hero, who really enjoyed it.
fun of Captain Dave."
"You are a fine specimen of American manhood, I must say!
, "Well, Tony, _You. never seen a ff'ller make fun of me an' You get down from the wagon like a ragiJ?-g lion, and you go
hve long arter rt, did you, bergosh!"
back like a bundle of corn-shucks thrown m by a farm-hand.
The Mexican shook his head in a way that might have You are not one-quarter as dang'erous as you made out you
meant yes or no, and grinned.
were! And as for that greaser there, if he had not dropped
The lanky individual now 12:ot down from the wa/Ton.
that gun he would have been lying face down between the
"Git off that 110ss, young feller!" he exclaimed. "I'm goin' two mules by this time. The young lady never misses at such
ter make you git down on your knees an' apologize to me."
a short distance."
Young Wild West swung from the saddle instantly.
There was no reply to this, but grabbin~ up the reins, the
But he did not do so because he was afraid of the man, Yankee turned thP team of mules around and away went the
and wished to obey him.
wagon with a rattle and bang!
There was a peculiar light in his eyes as he noted that the
"I guess we will go home now, Et," said Young Wild .:West,
lanky stranger was angered.
mounting the splendid sorrel that was waiting for him.
"Did you say you wanted me to apologize to you?" he
·
coolly asked.
"Yef'. I calculate that's jPst what I did say. My name is
Dave Ditwell, an' I'm a dangeol'US customer. I was born
CHAPTER II.
an' bred in old Vermont, where folks come from what nPver
<>'its scared. When I say a thing I always mean it. Since
WILD AGREES TO HELP RUN DOWN THE LINE LEAGUE.
I've been out West I've killed seventeen men because they
didn't agree with me. I kin shoot quicker nor chain lip.ht~
Buckhorn Ranch wa!'l the property of Young Wild West.
ning, an' I've got a heart like a piece of flint; I fe el _iest like
He hacl purchased it from a man named Morris, whose
shootin' you in your tracks. becaur:;e you 'sinuaterl that I was clanP-hter had married a cowboy named Hoss Thompson.
a liar! It's your truthfulness that save,; you, that's all!
Wi)d had hired Thompson as a foreman, and he and his
Now, git down on your knees an' say that you're sorry you wife were in full charge.
said anything to make me mad."
Our hero had come down to purchase the ranch over a
Yo~ng Wild West wa? smiling- so much that he was nem-ly month before the opening of om· story, and with him came
laughmg when the downeaster /."Ot through,
his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
"You say your name is Dave Ditwell," he remarked calmly.
A little later Arietta, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie and
"Well, Mr. Ditwell, I must say th'1t ·getting upon mv knees the sweetheart of Jim Dart h!J,rl been sent for, and they all
before a man is way out of my line. I Eimply won't do it, arrived the day before we find Wild and Arietta on the bank
that's all! If you don't like it, say so!"
of the Rio Grande under the shade of the palms.
Dave Ditwell appeared to be almost thunderstruck.
The two had taken a ride by themselves, and the little
But suddenly his hand glided to the belt about his waist, excitement caused by the meeting with the Yankee and Mexwhile an angry gleam shot from his eyes.
ican had just about to~ched them up sufficiently to give them
. •
"Breathe one short prayer," he said, "fur your last minute a good appetite for supper.
.
on earth has come!"
Young Wild West was so used to calling bad men and vil"You take your hand away from that shooter, or I'll make lains that he did not mind it in the least.
a red dot between your eyes with a bullet."
.
He had learned to be so quick at drawing a shooter that it
As Young Wild West uttered the words he drew a revolver was
sort of second nature with him now.
'
from, his best as quick as a flash and covered the angry man.
This, added to his remarkable coolness under trying cirTlle expression that came over the face of the drivel' of the cumstances, made him a young fellow decidedly dangerous
mule team was one of genuine surprise.
to fool with. •
He seemed to suddenly realize that he had sti·uck a Tartar.
Many had found this out, the last being Dave Ditwell, the
"You've been making all sorts of threats," went on our man who claimed to have been born and reared in Vermont.
hero, speaking as calmly as though he was talking to an unWild and Arietta talked and laughed over the incident for
ruly youngster, "so 1 thought it time for me to make one. I a part of the journey, back to the ranch, but they soon forgot
didn't like your looks when I first set eyes on you, and I it and the conversation drifted on other topics.
made up my mind that y-0u were no good. · Now, if you really
When they finally rode up to the ranch they were met by
feel like shooting me, as you intimated you were going to do, a party of four who were walking about in the shade of the
just go ahead!"
trees that were on the east side of the ranch house.
The Mexican had waked up by this time.
The four were Cheyenne Charlie, his wife Anna, Jim D.art,
He had caught hold of a short carbine that was in the and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner.
wagon behind him, and he was dragging it out as though
Cheyenne Charlie was an ex-Government scout and Inhe meant to use it.
dian fighter. He was a trifle over six feet tall, · straight as
But suddenly the silvery voice of Arietta exclaimed:
an arrow, and wore his black hair long, and sported a heavy
"Let go of that gun, you ugly-looking greaser!"
mustache.
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Jim Dart was a boy of the same age as Wild, and very
nearly his height and build. He did not wear his hair long,
though, and was quite youthful in appearance.
Both our hero's partners wore the same kind of ciothing
as he didL and the girls-for we will call them girls, since.
Anna was- only about twenty-five-were attired in the same
.
fashion as Arietta.
Both Anna and Eloise knew how to shoot and ride, though
they were not\ quite up to Arietta, who had been at it since
she was a littie girl.
"Well, you've got back, hey?" observed Cheyenne Charlie,
as Wild dismounted. "I sorter thought it was too hot to
take a ride this afternoon, an' Anna, she wanted to fix
things up around our rooms, you know."
"That's all right, Charlie," answered Arietta, with a
merry laugh. "We ~idn't ask you to go with us, did we?"
"Well, no!" and the scout looked a bit sheepish. "Bi.t
I , reckon if I had asked to go I would have teen welcome,
an' so would ther rest of us."
"Of course you would, Charlie. I was only joking. But
you shouldn't ofl'e apologies when they are not needed. Wild
and I had a pleasant ride-and see the flower I brought
back."
Anna and Eloise promptly became interested in the flower,
and while the three girls were talking about it Young Wild
West told his two partners of the meeting with the downeaster and Mexican on the mule-wagon.
"I wonder who the d,ickens they can be?" Jim Dart remarked. "They must be a couple of very fresh customers."
"Dave Ditwell, hey?" exclaimed the scout. "Why, that's
ther name of a feller a g-overnment detective was lookin' fur
in El Paso yisterday. I heard him inquirin' at ther hotel
llear ther depot if anybody knowed of a man by that name.
I didn't know it was a detective at ther time, but ther
bartender told me so after he went out."
"Did anybody know of him ? " Dart queried.
"No! Not a soul had ever heard of a man by ther name
of Dave Ditwell."
"Well, that is the name he gave himself when he started
in to make me apologize for hinting that he might be a liar,"
said Wild. "He called the Mexican he had with him Tony."
"An' you showed him what you was made of!" exclaimed
Charlie, -with a chuckle.
"Oh, yes; and Arietta drew J:,ead on the greaser, too.
She made him let go of the gun he was pulling toward him,
so he could get a shot at me in a hurry. Arietta has got
so she knows just what to do every time it comes her turn."
"She has known that a good while, I reckon," Chip·lie retorted.
Just then a young woman appeared on the stoop in front
of the house and called out:
"Come on, you folks! Ther supper is ready!"
This was Stella, the wife of Hoss Thompson, the foreman
of the ranch workers.
I
"All right," answered our hero. "We're ready."
"Well, jest limber up, then, an' git to ther table. I've
got chicken pot-pie for supper, an' I don't want ther crust to
git heavy afore you set down."
Mrs. Thompson was one of the kind of women who say
what they think, and as she had been brought up in a
wild -part of Texas, she never had much chance to get a
;;chooling.
But she was just the 1kind of a woman to make a ranchman a good wife, and though rather young, she knew her
duties to a T.
The party of six were soon seated at the tabl~ and the
meal was a good one, as might be imagined..
Supper was over, and it was beginning to get dark, when
what should Young Wild West see approaching but the
mule wagon he and Arietta had met fifteen miles along the
trail!
"Here comes Dave Ditwell and the Mexican called Tony!'1
he exclaimed. "They must have turned around again after
we left them. Charlie, you do the talking to them. Arietta and I will remain in the house, so they will not see us."
"All right," answered the scout, who, with Jim Dart and
his wife and Eloise was sitting on the porch.
Arietta followed our hero inside and the two sat near a
window, so they could hear what was said.
In a few minutes the mule wagon . arrived.
Young Wild West had made no mistake when he said
it was the same outfit they had met.
The Yankee drove through the gate of the stockade,
which was seldom shut. and nulled up in front of the house
0

•

with a flourish of . the long whip he had in his hand and a
loud "Whoa!"
"I r eckon we kin put up here over night, can't we?" Ditwell said, looking at those on the stoop.
"I don't know," retorte\i Cheyenne Charlie; "ther boss
ain't here jest now."
"Well, he'll be here putty soon, won't he?"
"Yes, I reckon he will."
''We kin stay, I reckon. Tony, jest unhitch ther mules;
we'll let' ther wagon be right here. There may be something in it that we kin sell ter ther folks."
The Mexican got down lazily and proceeded to un;1itch
the mules.
"I wouldn't be in sich a hurry about unhitchin', Dan•
Ditwell !" said Charlie coolly.
The Yankee gave a start.
"Who are yer callin' Dave Ditwell ?" he demanded.
"Why, ain't that your name?"
"No."
"I thought it was. A detective feller told me yisterday
that your name was Dave Ditwell. 11
The lanky driver of the wagon was yery much disturbed
now.
He tried to keep cool, but made a miserable failure of it.
"I don't know what you're talkin' about," he finally managed to blurt out.
"Well, I do. You're Dave Ditwell, a:n' you're wanted by
a government detective."
"Creepin' punkin-vines! What do you mean by talkin'
that way, mister?"
"I reckon vou know what I mean. What business ar~
you in, anyho\.v ?"
"I'm sellin' sewin' machines."
.
. ,
"Oh, you are,' hey?" ,
"Yes an' I'm an honest man. There am t no detectiv
as wan'ts me, either. My name ain't Dave Ditwell; it's--"
At that moment Wild and Arietta stepped out upon the
porch.
The Yankee stopped abruptly.
"Come Tony!" he exclaimed. "I reckon we'll go on toward
E1 Paso'. We don't want any trouble with these folks."
"Why what is vour hurry, Dave Ditwell ?" called out Ari·
etta, acting as thpugh she was surprised. "Why don't yo 11
stop and show us one of the sewing machines you have got
.
·
to sell?"
But the do.wneaster was on the wagon seat now, with the
reins in his hands.
"Git in, -Tony!" he cried. "We ain't got no time ter tarry."
The greaser got in with ll. move that seemed altogether
too lively for him.
Then the mules were turned around, and at a gallop they
went out of the stockade gate.
Young Wild West and his friends laughed heartily at
this.
"They are two genuine crooks," our hero sai_d a minute
later. "But as they haven't really done anythmg to us I
can't see why we should hold them."
"It jest runs in my head that we'll see more of that
Yankee, though," observed the scout, smiling grimly. "He
strikes me as bein' a putty sharp 1·ascal, an' one what is
likely to hold a grudge. He's . got a grudge ag'in you, Wild,
for . what vou done to him this afternoon, an' you kin bet
he'll try to git square on you."
"Well, if he does try to he will get all tl1aL is coming
to him, I'll wager."
"I know that. But jest mark my words! You'll hear from
that measly coyote afore many days."
Wild laughed at Charlie's remark :.nd the matter was
dropped.
The next morning our friends were not a little surprised
to see three horsemen riding up to the ranch.
Two of them wore the unifonns t'f army officers and the
third was attired in an ordinary )--i,Hng suit.
The moment Che~renne Charli.-s J,ed eyes on them he gan
a nod and exclaimed:
"That's ther detectiv1< I soon in El Paso, an' he's got two
cavalry of11cers with him.''
"Is that so?" said Young Wild West. "I wonder what
they can want here?"
"Lookin' for Dave Ditwell, I'll bet!"
The scout was right, as the sequel proved.
But they were also looking for Young Wild West and his
partners. ,
The three horsemen rode up and dismounted,
0

>
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Wild greeted them pleasantly and asked what he could
"Now, Wild, if you will call your two partners inside and
du for them.
give me an introduction we "ill settle on some immed:ate
"Are you Young Wild West?" the man in the riding suit µIan of action."
asked.
I "I'll do that. Shall I call the two officers in, too?"
"Yes, that's me," replied our hero.
"No! Let them stay out there. They simply came alo_ng
"Well, I am glad to meet you. I came down from, El as company for me, and are not supposed to know the ms
Paso on purpose to see you. Here is my card."
and outs of everything."
He handed a pasteboard to Wild which contained the folWild called Charlie and Jim in and gave them an introlowing:
duction to the secret service man. ,
"Bernard Locke,
Then they had a rat her long talk, and the result was that
"U. S. Secret Service,
they got ready to leave the ranch in the company of Locke
"Room 4, Lone Star Hotel,
and the officers.
"El Paso, Texas."
"So you are a government detective, then?" Wild reCHAPTER III.
marked.
"Yes. Can I speak to you in private a few minutes?"
THE LINE LEAGUE.
"Certainly."
Our hero led him into the house, and as they passed
As soon as the mule wagon got out of the stockade of
thro1~gh the doorway Cheyenne Charlie looked at Jim Dart, Buckhorn Ranch the Yankee turned to the Mexican and
and observed with a nod:
exclaimed:
"I told you so!"
"Tony, somethin's wrong! We must git back· a s qui~k
"Well, what is the trouble?" asked Wild, as the detec- as we kin. A detective after me, hey? I wonder how rn
tive took the proffered chair.
thunder a detective found out my name?"
"I want you to help me to break up a gang of smugglers,
"I don't a-know, Captain Dave," retorted the greaser.
who call themselves the 'Line League,' " was the calm re- a-better look out. 8ome one has a-told something." "iVe
tort. "I have heard considerable of you, and feel satisfied
"That's jest what it seems, Tony. You kin bet when we
that the thing can't be successfully accomplished without git ter headquarters I'll find out who it was
has let
your aid. I understand that when you once undertake to somethin' leak out, too! I'll fix ther fool, too, that
an' make no
do a thing you always stick at it until it is done."
mistake on it! Crawlin' punkin-vines, but this does baat all!"
"Well, that is pretty nearly right, I guess," Young Wild
'l'he mules were r,l.t to their utmost speed, and the wagon
West answered. "I come pretty near doing all that I make rolled along with a clatter and bang.
up my mind to cfo. It is a way I have, you know."
It was not very heavily loaded.
"Yes, I know. But there are very few like you, I fancy."
'l'here were three sewing machines in it which were pretty
"I don't know about that. I guess there is nothing won- well bruised and scratched, and some empty boxes and
ierful about me," and the dashing young deadshot smiled. sacks.
"Yes, there is somethi,1g wonderful about you, Young Wild
·1he sewing machines were only used as a blind to
West. You have no equal as a cool-headed deadshot, and up the real business Dave Ditwell was engaged in. cover
you must be aware of it."
The shrewd Yankee was simply the agent of a concern
"Never mind flattering me, Mr. Locke. Go ahead and in Mexico to work certain goods on which a big import duty
tell me what you want."
was levied over the line into the United States.
"Well, will you help me run down the Line League?"
Ditwell had men in El Paso, and also at lonely places
"Yes. I like excitement, and I am always ready to put along the · border, to take the stuff and pay him the price
down a villainous gang."
demanded for it.
"Good! Now I will tell you all I ki:iow about this gang
In this way he made lots of money, as not only the products
of smugglers."
ot ,vlexico, such as sug·ar and tobacco, were smuggled over,
"Proceed."
but rare silks and dress-'5oods from other countries.
"During the last month there has been no encl of dutiable
Tobacco from Cuba and rum from Jamaica also found their
stuff worked across the line and disposed of on American way to the headquarters of the ·smugglers, which
was sitsoil. I was sent to look up the evil-doers and place them uated in a cavern that was right on the line that divided
under arrest. I have been unable to do anything but find New Mexico from Mexico, ten miles west of the Rio Grande.
out that the smugglers were an organization of desperate
Directly over the cavern a house was built, and in this
villains with a leader who is known as Dav<:. Ditwell. He Dave Dit well lived wit-h his wife, a r~ther young woman
is a native of one of the Eastern States, and is wanted in whose father was an American and mother a full-blooded
New Orleans for robbing a bank. He is an uncouth looking Mexican.
man, and very ignorant, ... pparently, so I have learned. I
There was a way to get into the secret headquarters
have never seen ·cne man, but I am anxious to, you may means of a ti-apcloor in the floor of the house, and also by
by
believe."
one from the barn outside, but the regular way of. getting in
"I have seen him, Mr. Locke."
and out was through a narrow gully, the bottom of which
"You have!" and the secret service man evinced great sur- was covered a foot or more by running water which came
prise."
, from an underground stream that had an outlet through the
"Yes, he was here last evening."
: cavern.
"What!"
It was a rather long journey to the headquarters, and
"That is true, sir."
1 that made the leader of the Line League all the more anxious
"Well, well!"
to get there.
·
Wild then told of the meeting with the Yanl·.ee and MexiHitherto he had believed himself secure, but now that he
can and what followed.
had learned that a detective was after him he was not a lit. Locke was a very much surprised man.
tie worried.
.
"I have been authorized to get the assistance of those
The mules were kept going all night long, for it was
whom I thought could help in the matter, lvrr. West," he said, nearly fifty-five miles from Buckhorn Ranch to the headafter a pause. "So I want you and your two partners to quarters of the Line League, and it was necessary that
help me out."
.
.
they should in order to get there by daylight.
"I'll guarantee you that we will. Auel we'll come pretty
lt was not yet daylight when the wagon crossed the bridge
nea1· to breaking this Line League 1:p in a hurry, too!" . over the river.
·
'.'.1 beli_eve. you,. Mr. West." .
.
I The mules were tired out, but they possessed
enSay, 1t will suit me better 1f you call me Wild. Every- durance than horses and though not quite as fast more
made up
body calis me Wild, after they beco:i!e acquainted with me. for it.
'
'
I am _only a boy, and to be 'mistere·l' isn't hardly the thing,
It was with a s;igh of relief that Dave Ditwell drew up in
especially by any one older than n- yself."
,
front of the house built on the line in the lonely place.
"All right, Wild," and the G!tective laughed. "Well, . There was not another habitation within five miles of it,
to even it up, then, I want you o call me Barney, That in either direction, and as it was in the heart of a forest of
is the name my friends call ,.1e, and as I know you are a pines and semi-tropical trees, it was quite hidden.
friend, thou gh I hc.ven't known you but a few minutes, I
"I'm glad we're here, Tony," said the captain of the
\/ould like you to call me BarneJ . and your partners as well." League, as he left the greaser to put away the "tiles Line
and
"Good! lt shall be as you 4a_v, Barney.''
started for the door of the shanty-like house.

I
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The men looked surprised.
Before he reached it the door opened and his \vife ap"There's a detective lookin' fur me, boys!"
peared.
"What!"
"You come back sooner than you 'spected to, didn't you?"
The exclamation came from all hands as though one voice
she asked.
"Yes, Caroline," he retorted. "Somethin' happened wh~t had uttered it.
"That's jest how it stands. I wouldn't have come back
made us hustle fur home."
it out."
"You didn't git into trouble, di<l you, Dave?" and she afore to-morrer if it hadn't been that I found
Then they all began asking him questions at one time.
.
looked alarmed.
'rony, the man who had been attending to the mules,
"No, but I found out that I was apt to git in trouble if I
came in just then, and the captain called him to prove that
didn't make myself scarce."
what he had stated was true.
"Come in, Dave, an' tell me about it."
The villains were rather uneasy when they heard that a
He did so, throwing himself wearily in a chair.
"I ain't had a wink of sleep since ther night afore la-:;t," detective was on their trl;lck.
"Boys," said Ditwell, "we formed ourselves into a league
he said. "That Tony don't worry over anything. He jest
sets an' dozes all day and all night. A greaser is a great jest fur ther purpose of protectin' ourselves, didn't we?"
"Yes!" came the answer.
thing fur takin' things easy, I kin tell yer!"
"An' we all swore that we'd never let out a single thing
"Yes," answered his wife. "But tell me what's ther
about our business, didn't we?"
trouble won't yer?"
"We did!" chorused the men.
"Git 'me a good hot cup of coffee an' somethin' to eat.
"Well, some one has let out somet}i,in'. Who ·i s ther man?"
Then I'll tell you all about it."
There was no answer.
He did tell her everything that had happened since he had
Ditwell looked at the faces of all hands, and it did not
set out two days before to deliver the smuggled goods.
He related how he had met Young Wild West, and how tak'-' him two minutes to decide that they were innocent.
"There's one man missin'," he said, after a pause. "It's
he had found more than his match in the boy.
Then he told of what he had learned at Buckhorn ranch. Humny Mike, ther greaser! Where's he, boys?"
"He went over to El Paso right after you left ther day
"A government detective after yer, hev ?" said his wife.
afore yisterday, captain," said one of the men. "He ain't
"How did they find out about yer, Dave?"
"That's what I want to find out, Caroline," he replied. showed up yet. Got on a big spree, I s'pose."
"I s'pose so. Well, boys, it must have been Humpy Mike,
"You kin bet that when I find out who it was that has
1f it
been doin' fuo much talkin' outside, blood will be spilled. ther greaser, what let out somethin' in El Paso, isthen.
duly preTher eight men I've got under me know me putty well, was him he's got ter take his medicine, which
an' they ought to know that when they do ther least thing scribed in our unwritten by-laws, an' in accordance with
· that's likely to git me in trouble they must suffer for it. ther oath we all took."
"That's right," ~a_id one.
If I got good an' mad I'd shoot every one of 'em!"
"Yes," spoke up another.
"I know yer would, Dave. Ther men, fur ther most part,
"If a feller lets out any of ther secrets of ther Line League
like yer, an' fear yer, as well. I wouldn't be too h_ard on
ther feller what let anything out if I was you . It might be he's got to die!" added a third.
Ditwell questioned the seven men closely.
that he got drunk, or somethin' like that."
But he was forced to believe that it would have been im"Well, a man oughtn't to git drunk an' say what h~ hadn't
oug-hter. Jest wait till I git my breakfast! I'll settle possible for them to let anything- out.
None of them had been to El Paso in over a week.
this thing. I reckon all ther gang is in ther cave, ain't
That made it look as though Humpy Mike was the guilty
they?"
"Yes, I s'pose they are. They're waitin' fur ther next party.
While they were talking it over a horse and rider entered
load of goods ter come ui::, from Altoza."
the cavern from the brook outside.
Then Ditwell lai::,sed into silence.
"Here comes Humpy now!" exclaimed one of the villains,
He ate the meal his wife had huniedly prepared for him.
and when he finished swallowing his coffee, got up and put "an' he's drunk as a b'iled owl, too!"
on his hat.
The next thing he did was to examine the weapons he
wore in his belt.
CHAPTER IV.
He stepped to the center of the room and stooped and
took hold of a ring that was in the floor.
ON THE TRAIL.
"Caroline," said he, "if any strangers happen to come
Young· Wild West and his two partners rode over to El
along you know what to do. Cover ther tral)door with ther
piece of carpet an' slide ther table over it. You never heard Paso with the secret service man and the two cavalry officers.
Our friends were very much interested in the. Line League,
of sich a man as Dave Ditwell, you know."
"You don't th!nk that any one will come along loo kin' more especially as they knew that Dave Ditwell was supposed to be the leader of the gang.
fur ver. do yer. Dave?" she asked anxiously.
Wild had made an enemy of the Yankee, and the chances
"No, I don't think so. :Rnt if it should happen that they
that there would be a warm time when they met again.
were
what?"
what's
know
you
do
1
' When the two officers parted company with them the de"Oh. of course I know what to say and do. Dave."
te<'tive took Wild and his partners to his room at the hotel.
"All right, then."
"Now I will send and g-et the man who got the informaThe villain lifted the tr:an and descended a short flight
ticn that the leader of the smugglers bears the name of
of steps into a sort of cellar.
·
It was dark down there, but it did not seem to bother Dave Ditwell," he said.
him much. for he move<l swiftly across a stone floor and · The man was the hostler of the hotel, a rather viciouslooking fellow, whose1 heart was better than his looks would
opened a door in the farther end.
A faint lie:ht came in, and . a flight of rough steps might imply.
i His name was Jake, or that was what he :3aid it :Vas.. He
.
.
easily have been ·seen.
Down these went the Yankee, and stepping from a little had no other that he knew of, and was satisfied with 1t.
Wild soon learned from him that a hunchback man had
niche, arrived in a brol.ld but uneven cavern, which was
made his acquaintance the day before, and that he had belighted by a zigzag rift in one end.
'
This ,particular end was really a perpendicular wall that come very friendly with him.
While under the influence of drink the .hunchback had
formed the face of a . cliff, so it was hardly probable that
let it out that h,e was a member of an. organization that was
the secret. haunt would pe discovered from that point.
Whe_n D1t,~ell stepped rnto the cavern from the mche there doing crooked work on the border. ·
He had not told him just what the crooked work consisted
were Just six men there.
of, but had. given it out that a man named Dave Ditwell
They were a rough, not to say villainous-lookin g lot.
Evidently they did not expect to see the captain, for it was was the captain of. the gang, which was called the Line
with exclamations of surprise that they rose to their feet. League.
Humpy Mike, as the hunchback was called, hinted that
"Boys, there's trouble brewin'," he said as he stepped over
to a table where three of the men were playing cards. "Some Jake might become a member of the gang if he wished,atanda
one has Jet out somethin' to ther effect that I am runnin' that it would pay him better than beinJ? a hostler
·
hotel.
.a smu1ndin' business!"
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"Yer know, I git a little too much tanglefoot in me sometimes, an' ther greaser was so friendly, an' had so much
money ter spend that he must have thought I was a crook,
like himself," said the hostler, as he concluded his story.
"The greaser, you say?" questioned our hero.
"Yes, ther hump-backed feller is a greaser. He only went
away from here this mornin'. His money was all gone, out
I took pity on him an' fixed hiin up with a bottle of tanglefoot."
"Then you didn't learn anything further from him after
I left you last night?" asked the detective.
"Nope! He kept mum when I spoke on ther subject of
ther Line League, an' he told me not ter take any stocK in
what he said when he was drunk. He said funny things
sometimes, so he told me."
"Well, I guess he told you the truth when he said Dave
Ditwell was a crook," said Wild. "I was pretty certain of
that the moment I laid eyes on him yesterday."
The detective handed thP- hostler a five-dollar gold piece.
"Take that for what you found out for me," he said.
"But don't spend it for whisky."
"I won't," was the reply. "I've got off my little spree
now, an' I won't drink anything ag'in for a month."
"Well, if you can go as long as a month without it, you
can go forever; just put that down in your mind," 11emarked
our hero.
...;
_ "You don't drink, I reckon," said the man.
"No, I never tasted of anything strong in my life."
"Then you don't know ther temptation of it. There's times
when I feel as though I must have it, an' then I does
have it! I has a good old jamboree, an' then I shuts off
tighter nor a d1·um, an' saves, up my money fur ther n~t
time. I knows it's wrong, but what's a feller goin' to do?"
. "Well, just make up your mind this time that you're done
for good."
"I'll try, young feller."
"Good! If you try hard you'll win out."
The hostler went out, and then the secret service man
looked at Wild and smiled.
"You would make quite a temperance lecturer, Wild," he
declared.
"Oh, I hardly think I would," was the rejoinder.
"But I could tell that your words impressed that man
deeply."
·
"I hope they did."
"You don't like whisky?"
"No. But I don't object to those who d0, so long as they
don't make beasts of themselves. There's Charlie! He
takes a drink when he feels like it, but he takes care not
to let himself feel like it too often, don't you, Charlie?"
"That's right," answered the scout. "You was ther boy
what learned me that too much of it was no good. I used
to put lots of tanglefoot away afore I met you, Wild."
"But I happened to be the same as Wild in that respect,"
observed Jim. "A fellow who hasn't a bad habit doesn't
have to reform of it."
The:re was a laugh at this, and then the conversation
turned upon the subJect of smugglers.
"The thing to do now is to find where the gang has a
headquarters," said the detective. "Since you saw the man
we want driving a team of mules, it would be a good idea to
find out where the team has gone to."
"That's it," nodded Wild. "The thing is to follow that
wagon."
"An' that hadn't ought to be sich a hard job," added
Charlie.
"No!" and Wild shook his head. "That hadn't ought to
be a hard job. "The outfit must have been seen by different
people after it left Buckhorn Ranch. All we have to do is
to inquire about tt."
"I think it would be a good idea to start right in," said
Locke.' "But before we do I want to tell you that I cannot
state what salary you gentlemen will receive while on this
case. I was authorized to hire all the assistance I deemed
necessary, but as there was no stipulated sum mentioned for
me to expend, I will have to wait until I have written to
Washington. You may depend upon it, however, that I will
ask for an amount that will fully pay you for your trouble."
"Well, we won't ·talk a1'out that part of it," answered
our hero. "We would take hold of the case just as willingly
if we were not to receive a cent for it. We stand for law
and order every time, and when a gang like this one seems
to be is at large we feel it our duty to help put it down.
Tben. again, I have met Dave Ditwell, and I know that

he_ hate_s me. That makes me feel as though I ought to
br~pg- him to where he belongs."
I am glad you are so wel~ satisfied. Well, suppose we
start out now and try to find where the mule wagon went?"
"Come onl We are ready."
They descended to the barroom of the hotel and found
there were quite a few men in it.
There were some Mexicans there, who were drinking about
as fast as they could empty their glasses.
T~eir wide-flowing trousers and gaudy sashes gave them
a picturesque appearance, but their flushed faces indicated
that they were getting intoxicated.
One of them was trying to show the inmafas of the barroom how he could stand upon one toe and spin around.
He tried it just as our friends came in, and slipping, fell
flat on his back.
He happened to be looking right in the direction of Charlie
at the time, and when he saw the scout break into a laugh,
the Mexican became angered.
"Carambal" he hissed.
"That's what!" retorted Charlie, who knew that the word
was meant for him. "Try it ag'in, greaser."
The Mexican gathered himself together and did try it
again.
'This time he succeeded in doing the trick to a nicety.
He received applause from those who had been watching
him, and with a proud look on his face, he turned to the
scout and exclaimed :
"The Americano cannot do that."
"No," answered the scout, "I can't do that-that's right."
"The Americano can laugh, though."
"Oh, yes! I'm a putty good laugher, greaser."
This angered the fellow more than ever .
"Can the Americano fight?" he asked hotly.
"Yes, I kin fight, greaser. But don't git excited. You'll
bust your face in a minute."
"Caramba!" and he spat at Charlie contemptuously.
Then Charlie reached over and gave him a slap on the sirie
of the head that sent -him reeling across the room.
"Any galoot what spits at me is no good!" he cried. "I
reckon I kin lick a cart-load of greasers any day in ther
week!"
It was quite natural that the rest of the Mexicans should
take sides with the man who had received the slap.
They were just in the humor for anything, and with angry
looks they drew their weapons.
"Hold on!" cried Young Wild West, holding up his . hand
and stepping forward. "We don't want any trouble with
you people. So just keep cool. That fellow got mad because my friend laughed. I guess .a fellow can laugh in
this counti·y whenever he feels like it, so don't get mad if he
does. Just because the man was trying to do a trick and
made himself look . ridiculous, and then got laughed at, don't
say that there ought to be a fight. But if there is going to
be a fight, just look out! There is an undertaker's shop
right around the corner, and you can bet there will be a
greaser funeral in short order if you don't let your knives
and shooters be where they are!"
.
The Mexicans could not understand English very well,
but they could understand the attitude and way Wild spoke
far better.
Their faces underwent a change, and they took their
hands away from their belts instantly.
But the fellow who had received the slap was an exception to this case.
Hot-headed as he was, he wanted satisfaction for what
had happened to him.
He waited until Wild got through, and then he made a
rush at Charlie and grabbed him by the legs.
But the scout knew what he was about, and reaching down,
he seized him about the loins, and with a powerful wrench.
tore his grip loose and flung him over his head as though
he had been a bag of flour.
The greaser came down heavily on his head and shoulders, the fall partially stunning him.
"There!" cried Cheyenne Cha1·1ie, glaring around the room
at the rest of the Mexicans. "If any one else wants a taste
of ther same medicine, let him step up!"
There was no reply to this, though more than one angry
glance shot at him.
•
A couple of them assisted the fallen fellow to rise, and
then they conducted him outside, where the pump was.
A good wash b1·ought him around all right, and then he
came in again.
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"Hoss, I want ter go ter El Paso, anyhow, so why can't
But Wild _wisely got the scout out of the barroom.
H~ knew if theY: stayed there the greasers would be sure you go over with me an' Arietta? Then she kin give ther
letter ter Wild. It's most likely he's somewhere in the:to pick a row w_hich would only end in shooting.
And You~g Wil~ West was not looking for any shooting; town yet."
"All right," answered her husband. "If Miss Arietta wants
he only believed m that when it was really necessary.
Bernard Locke, or Barney, as he desired to be called, was ter go, jest let her say the word."
"I want to go!" said the girl. "We will start right away.
mi:,ch an:us!ld at what had taken place.
Charlie is a sort of whirlwind when he gets mad isn't It may be that Wild will be at E'I Paso when we ~et there,
since those government folks are apt to move a httle slow
'
·
he?" he said to Wild.
"Yes," was the replf. "Charlie loses his temper too quick. in the matter. We will start right away."
It was no sooner decided than they began to get ready.
fhha\ \i.~td.~ay to do is to keep perfectly cool in a case of
Hoss put on a rather fancy riding suit, so a s t o corre"B t
spond a little with the two ladies, and ordered the horses
" u t? keep cool is a hard thing to do."
.
}, don t know. It is very seldom that I lose my temper." to be brought to the cfoor.
It was a forty-mile ride they had before them . but AnIve he3:rd s~y that :v:ou were one of the cool sort. I
am _so~et~mg like Charlie. If anything starts my temper etta was used to the saddle and did not mind a long ride
to rise it is pretty sure to reach the top notch before I get a bi·t.
through."
Stella the wife of Thompson, was also a :fine h orsewoman.
,
·
' waved a farewell to Anna and El
an d w1·ti1
. " o,sr-,
1 ' A hm. ant sometimes makes a fool of himself when he al- - Arietta
the letter in a safe place about her, rode off with the ranch
ow« · is emper to .get the best of him."
"Yes,JI I know
foreman and his wife.
k that."
"W
e , I rec on I didn't make no fool of myself just now"
Their horses being fre sh, they made .fa st headway anrl
s:poke up t~e scout. "I didn't lose my temper altogethe~,
either. I Jest made a fool of that greaser, what wanted arrived at El Paso about half an hour after Wild and his
companions set · out to find the trail of the mule wag-on.
.
to :fight, though."
Hoss Thompson went to the Lone Star Hotel the :first
'.'.You certainly did," Barney assured him.
Well, drop_ the greasers," said Wild. "What we want to thing-, and there they learned that Wild rode off with Charfi:i~d o.u t now is where the mule wagon went. We want Dave lie, Jim and Locke.
"We will follow them and try to overtake them ," Arietta
Ditwell!"
said .
"That's it!" exclaimed the detective.
She was r1ow more anxious than ever to place the letter
. They mounted th~fr horses and rode down toward the
!iver, where ~he tra!l that led past Buckhorn Ranch came in her lover's hand.
It did not take them a great while to finrl out which wav
m ..and end0;d mto qmte a respectable looking street.
We don t know whether the wagon came this far or the four had gone. and when they got to t he bl'idg e over
· the Rio Grande they received all the information · they
not. but we can find out, most likely," said Wild.
They halted at a blacksmith shop and asked those hanging wanted.
Of coursr, they did not know why our friends had gone
about if they had seen a wagon drawn by a team of mules
that way, but that made no differ ence just then.
go that way.
They were on their track, and it was simply a questio"l
But no one had.
'.'It was afore daylight that they went along, if they come of how soon they would be able to catch up with them.
Once across the brid~e into the little village on the Me~:i this far," observed Charlie, scratching his head. "S'p.ose we
can side, thev made inquiries and learned that Wild and
go down to ther bridge an' inquire there?"
I tfae others had taken a road that led along close to the NeY1
"That will be just the thing!" exclaimed Jim.
of Mexico line.
front
They rode on down to the bridg-e and halted in
When they got upon this road, which was really nothin~
the little office occupied by the officer who looked after the
more than a trail, they soon found fresh hoof-prints. anct
goods that came across from the Mexican side.
"What time did you come here this morning?" Wild asked. then Arietta nodded in a satisfied manner. They had taken
a t1uick lunch before starting from the ranch, but a s that
'.'.Eight o'clo~k,", was the reply.
Then you didn t se!l a covered wagon drawn by a team of had been houTs before they were beginning to get hunc:-ry.
"'
.
mules
The horses, too , were' showing signs of fatigue.
1
II ·
l
t ththe bridge?"
"N goBover
But .A.r·i·etta was bound to reach Wild, if she could.
e man w 10 was on a mght might r;we."
u
o.
you find out if he did for us?"
"Could
She -had an idea that he was hot on the trail o.f th/3
mi.g-ht."
"I
The detective now dismounted and whispered something smug glers, but no thought of danger came to her.
With the Mexican village left behind them, they found
in the man's ear, and the result was that he hurried to a
house close by and came back wit h the hformation that themselves in a very wild country.
It hardly seemed possible that there was a good-sized
the n:ule wagon had crossed the bridge before daylight that
'
town so close by.
But in that part of the country in those days--and in the
mornmg.
present days, too, we might add-there was more wilderness
to be found than anything else.
"We're follerin' ther line now," observed Hoss Thompson.
CHAPT.b;R V.
as they rode along. "Behind us is Texas, on ther right is
New Mexico, an' we're in ther greaser country ourselves.»
ARIETTA ON THE TRAIL.
"But it all looks ther same, Hoss; so what's ther differlines beIt was not more than an hour after Young Wild West ence?" spoke UP Stella, whose idea of boundary
was rather limited. !'We're after
and his two partners rode away from the ranch with the tween States and countries
kin give him that letter.
secret service man, when a cowboy belonging to the ranch Young Wild West, so Arietta
Let's :find him as soon as possible an' git back to El Paso.
came in with the h1ail.
There were several letters and papers for different ones I'm gettin' as hungry as a bear, an' I want to buy some
afore I go to bed to-night."
belonging there, but there was one letter in particular that ribbons an' things in ther stores
"All right, gal!" exclaimed Hoss. "We'll do jest as you
appea1·ed to be an impOJ:tant one to Arietta.
It was addressed to Wild, and had the imp1·int of a Den- say about it. "I've done jest as you said ever since we've
been married, an' I reckon it's been all right, so I ain't goin'
ver law firm on the upper left-hand corner.
Arietta knew this firm was doing business for Wild and ter go ag'in you now."
"That's the way I like to hear a married m an talk,"
she had heard him say several times that he was anxio~s to
to be
hear from the lawyers, as he was liable to be called away on spoke up Arietta with a laugh. "Stella, you ought From
proud to have a husband that will do just as you say.
·
important business at any time.
"It is too bad that this letter didn't get here before Wild what I have h earrl there are very few that ,yay."
"Oh, Hoss is a ll right!" answere<l Stella. "I do jest as
went away," she said. "There is no telling just when he
will get back now. He has started to hunt do\vn the smug- he says, too, you know. There can't be any trouble when
a couple lives that way."
glers, and it may take a good while to do it."
"That is a sure thing."
Hoss Thompson, the foreman of the ranch, and his wife
"Say! Arietta, when are you goin' ter git married to
were present when she said this, and the wife promptly exYoung Wild West?"
.,Jaimed:
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"When we both get old enough, .probably, if he insists
upon it."
"Well, I should reckon that you was both old enough now."
"Different people have different opinions."
"That's so. It's none of my business, anyhow. Don't
git mad at me fur askin' ther question."
"Oh, the ·q uestion has been asked so many times that
it is getting to be an old one. I never yet got offended at
it, so it is hardly lil:ely that I will now. You can ask all
·
the questions you like, Stella."
"Well, I ain't goin' to ask any more. But let us git a
little faster jog on. I want to git back to El Paso."
They urged their ho1·ses at a faster gait, and soon eight
miles had been covered since they crossed the bridge.
Though they were not aware of it, they were getting close
to the headquarters of the Line League.
Hoss Thompson could see quite plainly that they were
following the fresh hoof-prints yet, and he also noticed
that a wagon had passed there but a few hours before.
The afternoon was waning now, and in another hour it
would be sunset.
The tliree rode along, and in a few minutes came in sight
of the house- occupied by D,a ve Ditwell.
"You gals jest wait here till I take a look around," he
said. "It might be that Wild an' ther rest has stopped at
that house, yer know."
He left his horse with the girls, who now dismounted also,
and walked off in the direction of the house.
Arietta stood watching the receding form of the ranch
foreman, when suddenly a startling thing occurred.
Two men sprang from the bushes and seized her!
Before she could utter a cry a hand was placed over her
mouth. and she was pulled out of sight in the bushes.
But Stella turned the instant she heard the noise made
bv the men.
· She saw them seize Arietta and disappear with her.
But she was so astonished at- the unexpected action that
she remained standing in her tracks, speechless for the time.
Meanwhile Arietta was borne swiftly to ::-. nearby ravine,
through which flowed a brook.
This was the brook that fl.owed through the entrance to
the cavern headquarters of the Line League.
One of the two men who had caught the girl was the
greaser called Tony.
He had appeared very active in committing the foul crime
of kidnaping her, and he did not cease his quickness until
he was safe inside the big cave.
Arietta could tell that she was being taken , through a
narrow gorge, for though a blanket had been drawn tightly
over her head, it had slipped suffi"ciently for her to see upward, and she could see the rough, rocky sides.
The solashing water as the two villains hastened ·up the
b1·ook fell upon her, and her heart almost sank as she realized that unless Stella followed the trail they made would
be lost.
When she suddenly found herself ip. temporary darkness
she realized that they had entered a cave.
The next minute she heard the low hum of voices. and
then she was carried to a place where it was quite light.
"Here a-da girl, Captain Dave," said Tony.
"Good!" came the reply. "lt's a mighty good thing that
I seen 'em comin'. My wife fooled Young Wild West putty
nice, an' they went on. They'll be lookin' a1·ound a good
while afore they find this snug place. I'm jest awful glad
that I happened to catch sight of ther two gals an' ther
man comin'! This is jest ther gal I wanted ter git hold of,
'cause she's Young Wild West's gal."
At this Arietta managed to get: her mouth clear of the
blanket and she uttered a scream.
"You'd better stop that, putty one," said the captain of the
Line League. "I don't know as yer kin be heard outside,
but you'd better not holler ag'in, jest ther same."
Arietta flashed a look of defiance at the villain.
She now recognized him as the man Wild had called so
hard on the trail at the bank of the Rio Grande the day
before.
"What does this mean?" she demanded:
"That's what I'd like ter know," was the tantalizing
rejoinder. "What in thunder are you <loin' around here,
any.how?"
"You shall suffer for this!" cried the girl, who was very
little frightened, now that she had had a chance to recover
from her surprise.

"I might, an' then, ag'in, I mightn't," said Ditwell, with
a laugh.
"I demand that you release me right away!"
"I'll let yer go when I git good an' ready, sis. You're
ther sweetheart of Young Wild West, I reckon, an' when
I seen yer ridin' along I made up my mind that it would
be a 1good idea to git hold of yer. Young Wild West ain't
satisfied with what he done yisterday, but he had stuck
his nose inter ther business of me an' my n:,en. He'll be
mighty sorry that he ev.er done it, though."
Arietta smiled scornfully.
"Don't you worry about Young Wild West being sorry,"
she said. "You are the one who will be sony. Mar k my
words for it! You will wish you had let me alone, and
you'll wish it a hundred times before yoi1 are twenty-four
hours older."
There was such a ring in the girl's voice that the villainous gang were deeply impressed.
"Jest put ther gal in ther niche next ter wlJ.ere we've got
Humpy Mike," said Dave Ditwell, after a pause.
Tony and the other man who had brought her in seized
Arietta not over gently and carried her to a corner of the
big cave.
There were fissures here and there in the rocky wall which
were covered by curtains of skins and blankets.
One of t'l1ese was lifted, and the girl was pushed inside.
"Tie her hands behind her and make the rope fai:it to
ther ring you'll find there!" called out the leader of the Line
League.
"All right!" was the answer.
'£hen Arietta had to suffer herself to be render ed helpless.
At first she was going to utter another scream for help,
but former experiences had taught her that such a proceeding would likely wind up in her being gag-~ed.
It was not a pleasant thing to be gagged, as she knew,
so she desisted, not even making a struggle when her hand s
were held behind her by one of the villains, while the other
tied them.
T:1e rope was made fast to the r ing with a pla y of n_o t
more than two feet, so the captive girl was forced to sit or
lie down.
TJ\ere ·was just about enough light in th e curtained niche
for her to take note of the fact that there was a pile of straw
and some blankets there.
,
That was all!
The two men went out, leaving her sit ting there.
She could hear quite well what the villains in the cave
'
said when they spoke to each other.
Nerving herself to wait until something turned up in her
favor, she listened.
"Now, boys, I reckon we've got things about whei'e we
want 'em," the captain of the smugglers said. "Youn g Wild
West an' his partner!l, along with that other f eller, who
must be a detective, has gone on, af ter my wife fooled 'em
so nice. TLere's a cowboy galoot an' anoth er gal outside,
but we don't want 'em. Thi s one we've g-ot is enough. We
kin hold her , so in case Young Wild West does manage ter
shove us a little hard we'll have her t:er make term s with
him. If it should come ter ther worst we could make 'em
agrPe ter Iet us a'lone, or we would kill ther gal. That
would fetch 'em!"
"But would yer kill her, captain, if they wouldn't make
no sech agreement?" asked one of the men.
"Would I? Well, I reckon so! A gal ain't no better ter
be killed than a man, when it's necessary."
A shudder ran over Arietta when she heard this.
Just then a repulsive-looking face thrust itself under the
curtain and a pair of eyes looked at her in a peculiar
manner!
CHAPTER VI.
WHILE WAITING, YOUNG WILD WEST IS SURPRISED.

Young Wild West and his companions no sooner got
the information that th!;! mule wagon had passed over the
bridge than they rode . over the structure to the other side,
bent on finding out where the outfit had gone to.
"I reckon we're hot on ther trail now," observed Cheyenne Charlie. "Ther measly coyotes have gone this way,
an' that's all we wants to know jest now. We'll find 'em."
"That's right," Wild answered. "Just come along, now,
and we will soon be at the finish of the trail."
The detective was pleased at the progress they had made.
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"If we can only locate the place where Dave Ditwell h~"
gone we will be all right," he said. "We are now on Mexican soil, so I won't dare to make a capture here, but I can
soon arrange it so one will be mape."
"Never mind the Mexican soil part of it," retorted Wild.
"If we can get hold of the Yankee we'll soon get him on
American soil. Then you can arrest him."
The detective smiled and nodded.
"I understand," he observed. "I'll leave it to you, Wild."
It was not long before they came to the house that was
· built over the cavern on the line between Mexico and New
Mexico.
•
But they did not know the line . was right there.
They thought it wa,; somewhere in that locality, though.
The ground was so hard and stony that the wagon tracks
could no longer be seen, nor had they been able to see them
for the last quarter of a mile.
"I guess we had better dismount here," said our hero. "I
have got an idea that this is the place the wagon came ·to.
Just stay right here till I go to that little barn and have
a look into it."
!'All right!" they answered, and the next minute Wild was
working his way toward the barn.
He, of course, did not want to be seen from the house,
and he was not. either.
As smart as Dave Ditwell thought he was, he had not seen
om· friends until after Young Wild West had visited the
barn.
Wild got there in quick time.
The doors the structure contained were securely locked,
but there were plenty of cracks for him to look through and
get a view of the interior.
He saw that the covered wagon was there, and close to
it, in a counle of stalls, were the two mules that had dragged
it to the place.
Our hero irave a nod of satisfaction.
"If Dave Ditwell is ·really the leader of a gang of smugglers, I !]'Uess it won't be very long before he will be caught,"
he thought. "That is the house where he lives, beyond a
doubt."
Wild came back to where he had left his companions and
mounted his horse.
"How did you make out?" asked the scout.
"Fine. The mules and wagon are in the barn."
"Is that so?" cried Bernard Locke, his face lighting up.
"Yes. Now we will go to the house and see if our man
is therf'. It will be best to make out that we believe what
they tell us if he is not there, and go on-or make out that
we are going on. That will be the way to throw them off
the track. If we go to tearing the building- down in a search
for him the chances are that he will get away. We want
to make them believe that we are very easily deceived."
Barney nodded.
"You've g·ot 'it right," he said. "You'd make a great detective, Wild."
"Well, I don't know about that. I would rather be just
what I am, I think."
"I suppose you would. You are good at anything you
undertake. You couldn't wish to be anyth.i ng better."
The four rode up to the door of the house anfl dismounted.
Before Wild could give a knock the door opened and a
.
woman appeared.
It was Caroline, the wife of Dave Ditwell.
She affected surprise at seeing the horsemen.
, "What's the matter, gentlemen?" she asked. "I have
no room to accommodate you here."
"Oh, ,ve don't want to be accommodated," answered Wil,t
coolly. "We are looking for· a man named Dave Ditwell.
He lives here, don't ·he?"
"No!" was the quick reply. "There ain't no one of that
name what lives here. I never heard of. the name afore.
My husband will be home putty soon, an' maybe he knows
ther feller you want."
Wild was close enough to cast a swift glance inside the
house, but he saw nothing of any one there.
"All right, madam," he said. "I don't want to disturb
you, but since you are so positive in what you say we will
not trouble you any further until your husband comes back.
We will ride on and stop on our way back."
"My husband won't be home till after dark," the woman
·
assured him.
"I guess our man didn't come as far as this, or else he
went further," our hero said to his companions, as he walked
to his horse:

"He went this way, anyhow," retorted Barney. "We founj
out that · he crossed the bridge, and we could follow the
wagon tracks until we struck the hard road, and couldn't
·see the prints of the wheels any longel'."
This was said for the benefit of the woman, and she took
it all in, as they could see.
There was a gleam of satisfaction in her eyes as th2y
turned and rode away.
Wild called a halt when they had covered about an eighth
,
of a mile.
"Now, then," said he, "we'll just figure out some plan of
action. I am satisfied that Dave Ditwell is either in that
house, or somewhere close to it. It will be dark before long,
and then we will have a chance to do something. If WJ
find him there we will take him whether we are on Mexican
soil or not!"
"A good idea. But how about something to eat?" Barney
asked. "We will be getting hungry pretty soon."
"We will have to take our chances on getting something
in the house if we feel that we can't wait till we get where
it can be obtained," answered Wild.
"I've got some salt an' pepper in my saddlebags," said
the scout, with a grin.
"We can't eat salt and pepper alone," and the detective
smiled.
They selected a 'good spot for the horses to rest and
I
graze, and then prepared to wait until darkness came.
But it would be some time before that happened, and
Wild began to grow very restless.
After a while he arose from the log he had been sitting
on and exclaimed:
"Boys, I am going to take a little scout around all by
myself."
They nodded assent, for none of them felt like making
the suggestion that they would like to go with him.
Charlie and Jim knew he did not want any one with him
or he would have said so, and the detective had learned to
put so much confidence in him that he would not go against
rany proposition he made.
A few minutes later Wild was making his way under
cover of the bushes and trees for the house.
The way he chose was off behind the structure, and he
began working his way around so he could come out at a
point near the barn.
It had occurred to him all of a sudden that there might be
·
something good to eat in the wagon.
J3v dint of cautious movements he managed to get aro·)n:i
to the barn without running any chance of being seen .trom
the house.
Once there, he began to look for a way to get in.
He found a door that was secured with a padlock on
the side of the barn farthest from t-he house.
An examination told him that the lock was seldom used.
The woocl was rotten at the side of the door, too.
"I guess that staple could be drawn quite easily · if I had
something to do it with," he muttered. "I don't believe in
breaking in barns, but this is a case of necessity. We know
that the man wanted by the detective put the wagon in
here, and that bf'iug the case, it is my right to go in and
ha"e a look ::tt it:"
He took hold of the lock and began twisting- it around.
Suddenly the staple gave way.
"That was easy!" he exclaimed under his breath. "I guess
this door is not used very often, by the looks of things."
This happened to be the case.
There were two doors in the barn, one for the stable
part and ·the other for the wagons.
This one had been used to take farming implements in
and out, evidently, for when our hero opened it and peered in
he saw several rusty ploughs, harrows, shovels and the like
lying around.
He walked boldly in and let the door shut behind him.
The mules looked at him inquiringly and went on chewing
the hay that was before them.
Wild made his way to the covered wagon.
He quickly clambered upon the shafts and looked ins:de it.
Everything was just as Dave Ditwell and Tony had left it.
The sewing machines, blankets, etc., were ·right in place.
Wild saw a good-sized box under the seat.
He raised the lid of this and was not surprised to find
a rasher of bacon, some potatoes, a coffee-pot and cooking
·
utensils.
. It was the cooking outfit the two villains had taken with
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Then she leaped forward in the direction the two men
had dragged the girl, crying out as she did so:
"Hoss! Hoss! Hurry up! Two galoots has got Arietta!"
Her husband heard her, and in alarm he came running
to the spot.
When he found Stella she was standing at the edge of a
brook looking around her in amazement.
"What's ther matter, gal?" asked the cowboy excitedly.
"Where's Arietta?"
"Two sneakin' galoots grabbed h{!r an' run off with her,
I said! I don't know where they went. It was about ther
brazenest thing I ever seen did, Hoss!"
"Great rattlers! I should say so! Grabbed her an' run
off with her, you say?"
"Yes, an' one of ther galoots was ther greaser what was
with ther lanky driver of ther mule team last night. It
was done so quick that it fairly took ther breath away from
me. I jest stood still and gaped like ,a coon with ther chills,
I reckon. Where'd they go to, Hoss?"
"I don't know, Stella; I never seed 'em. You oughter
know about "that."
"Well, I don't. I run after 'em as soon as I could, but I
was too late ter see where they went. They couldn't have
got far, though. Poor A1ietta jest let out one little yell, an'
that was all. Then she was gone. Where in thunder are
they, Hoss?"
"Can't be fur away," and the ranch foreman fingered his
revolver nervously as he looked up and dqwn. ,
But not a trace could he see of a human ,beiug besides
himself and wife.
He looked up the narrow ravine half a dozEln ,iimes and
saw the trickling brook that flowed through ;it,r but there
was nothing there to offer the least induceme,nt to think
that Arietta had been taken th~re.
"Stella,, said he after a p~use "they're hidin' some'
'
,, '
h
"Say
·
d ·
,,
. ,
w "eres:
As ~f I didn t kn~w that, Hoss, snappe his wife.
somethm' more sensible "
"I don't know where· they kin be hidin' thouo-h" went
'
11 '
"d
h.
h
· ·
on Hoss, not noticmg_ w at s e sa1 at a .
"That's more sensible Hoss."
' th em gal 00 t s th ey WI·11 go un der ,
· on
"If I,, se t my peepers
1
,,,
.
Stella. ,
"Thats ther way I like ter hear yer talk.
"Let's find Arietta!"
.
.
"That's what!"
Then the two ;'Tiade a thorough _search of the_ su_rroundings.
For fifteen mmutes they kept_ it u_p, not th11;1kmg once of
wading up the brook and lo~lnng mto the httle glen-or
.
wh~_t appeared to be a glen-it poi:red from.
F mally they st~orl upon the trail by the horses looking
,,,
at" each oth_er . deJectedly.
Hoss, this 1s what I calls awful. Stella blurted out.
. ' t er d o a b ou t i"t?"
"WI1at are we gom
.
,
.
"I don't know, gal."
Just then, for some unknown reason. ~netta s horse
pricked up his ears and started away on a quick trot.
"Whoa, there!" cried Hoss.
The horse only quickened his pace.
Then Stella quickly mounted her mustang to go in pursuit, and her husband followed her example.
The horse was now going at a canter, and right past the
lone house in the wilderness he dashed.
After him came the cowboy and his wife.
In vain did they call out for the horse to stop.
The cream-colored steed kept right on going.
"Faster, gal!" cried Hoss; "we must catch ther ·critter."
"All right" was the reply. "Maybe he knows where Arietta is an' is goin' to her."
"Maybe he does."
"There's a campfire right ahead Hoss."
'
Stella,,
"Y
· Arietta is there?"
es, it be that
"Kin
"I don't know, but hold your shooter ready, gal!"
"You bet! If I lay eyes on them galoots I'm goin' ter
let lead fly!"
The next second they saw Arietta's horse dash up to a
CHAPTER VII.
camp and come to a halt.
Then they both gasped with astonishment, for they saw
THE DETECTIVE FINDS THE ENTRANCE TO THE RETREAT.
that those in camp were Young Wild West and his friends.
Wild had scarcely uttered the exclamation concerning the
Two or three seconds must have elapsed before Stella
Thompson recove1·ed from her astonishment caused by the appearance of his sweetheart's horse when the cowboy and
!us wife dashed up to them.
surlden abduction of Arietta.

them when they went over in Texas to deliver the si:Quggled
goods to their agents.
Our hero gave a nod of satisfaction and quickly took
charge of the bacon and potatoes.
"I guess these will make a sort of meal for us," he soliloquized. "Barney Locke is getting hungry."
The rasher of bacon must have weighed four pounds, and
as he had a dozen good-sized potatoes he thought this would
,
answer.
There was nothing in the barn that looked at all suspicious, so, after casting a hasty glance around, Wild went
out and closed the door, putting the staple back in place
,
in the rotten board.
Then he made his way back to his frien<ls as quickly as
he could without running any chances.
"I guess we will have something to eat now," he said,
when he had made his presence known.
"Good!" exclaimed the detective. "How did you get
them?"
''Well, I suppose it was stealing, but if we find out that
Ditwell is not. the one we want I will pay him for them and
apologize at the same time."
"He is the man we want, you can depend on it!" declared Barney.
Then he looked at his watch and found it was past six
o'clock.
"We can't eat the potatoes raw, can we?" he asked.
"Oh, no!" exclaimed our hero.
"A1·e you going to make a fire?"
.
"Why not?"
"I thought_ pfi)rhaps you were afra!d that some of the
smugglers might be around and see the smoke."
. "Well, let them. '.J'hey ~·oft know but that we are campmg out on a huntmg tnp.
"An' if they does ½-now w~at we're here fur, we don't
care," spoke up Charlie. "I Jest want to se~ some of 'em
show themselves, anyhow."
. Dart began to gather up some fagots anrl pieces of
J im
the limbs th~t had_ dropped from a dead tr_ee.
It was quite evident that Dart was a little hungry, too.
H e soon h a d a fi r e bla·z i n g ' and then asked Wild for the
•
potatoes.
by and
He took them and washed them in the brook near
then put them on the fire to roast.
"Now the bacon" said he. "We will broil the piece and
then slice it as ,;e eat it. I guess we can make out all
~
right. The bacon appears to be quite lean."
"Oh, that will do!" declared the detective. "There is
more than the four of us can eat."
When the bacon had been washed Jim spitted it and put
it over the fire.
"If we only had some coffee and cornbread now we would
be all right/' he said.
"Well there was a coffee-pot in the wagon and there
'
been some coffee there too but I ' didn't take
might have
the trouble to look," Wild answered'. "I' thought the bacon
and potatoes would do to stay our appetites."
"Oh, of course it will."
It took some time to cook the potatoes, but they waited
patiently, the detective with a mouth that ' watered.
"I don't know when I was so hungry before," he said.
"If you was at ther hotel an' this grub was put afore you
you would turn up your nose, I reckon," observed the scout,
as he got the salt and pepper he had spoken of, so he would
. .
have it for the roasted potatoes.
"That may be. But I never smelled such delicious bacon
before in my life."
When the potatoes were finally pronounced done all four
got ready to help themselves.
It was just at that very minute that they heard the clatter of horses' hoofs, and the :iext seco_nd, a ri~erless steed
dashed up and halted ~Y the side of Wilds sorrel:
"Great Scott!" exclaimed the young deadshot, m ::i;:i11ze' h orse 1. "
· tt·as
· A rie
" "'t
i is
mens;
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"All right," was the reply. "Of course you must understanrl that I am interested in finding my sweetheart first
of all?"
"Of course! I am going to help you all I can, too. That
is why I was anxious to come. I never heard of such iin
outrage to be committed right in broad daylight."
"Oh, such things have often happened. But Arietta is a
girl with mE.re than ordinary nerve. The villains will find
"That's right. She's g,one!"
"Two galoots grabbed her an' run off with her," added that they will have to look out or she will get the best of
them without any assistance. She always carries a revolver
Stella.
hidclen about her, and when it is necessary she can use it,
Young Wild We,t was . now perfectly calm.
The first of the shock was over and he became himself too."
The two kept on until they reached the rear of the house.
immediately.
It was now quite dark.
"Two men carried her off?" he asked.
After takinP- a careful ·survev of their surroundings they
"Yes, while Hoss was walkin' up to a house below here.
leavin' me an' Arietta at a halt, two galoots jumped out of moved stealthily toward the building.
The board ,:hutters of the house were closed, but there
ther bushes an' grabbed her. Afore I knowed ,vhat was what
k
h
th
·
f r h
f · t l
was
she was gone. One of 'em ther
they jumped back ag'in an' ther
roug a crac ·
ig t commg
a am g; earn
was
to
wagon that was over
ther greaser what was with
crack.
very
that
at
soon
were
detective
the
and
Wild
ranch last night."
They paused and listened.
Young Wild West's eyes flashed.
Then a woman could be heard singing softly.
"I guess we are in for it now, boys," he said, turning to
She was 'moving about the interior, too, as ' though prehis partners and the detective.
of the kind.
"What made you follow us?" Jim Dart asked, looking paring supper; or something
·
It was <iuite likely that she was alone.
at Hn<;s Thompson.
For fully ten minutes thev listened without hearing anv"A letter come jest about a couple of hours after you left
ther ranch, an' as Arietta was anxious that Wild should thing that" would indicate that there was any one in the
house other than the woman.
get it as soon as possible, we started ter find yer."
Then they moved- back to a clumn of trees close by.
"Well, I'll get the letter from her soon enoup-h, if that
The detective remained silent, waiting for Wild to speak
is the case," said Wild calmly. "Won't you folks have some
first.
guess."
I
more,
two
for
enough
There's
sunner??
"J am rather 0f the opinion that there is only one person
The boy did not get in a state of excitement and dash
in t.he house," said our hero in a whisper.
a.way to hunt for, fiis sweetheart.
"Yes!' was the retort. "and f'he is the woman who cani"
He kne'#' that 'Would be simply a waste of strength anJ
to the door when you went up to the house this afternoon.,.
time.
"Undoubtedly."
He warltetl to hear _iust l~ow the thin!!' took place, an
"That means that Dave Ditwell is on the watch for m,
then he woH!rl tJ"V' 'and find the girl.
is lyine; in wait somewhere. He has got Arietta a prisand
of
sort
some
was
there
that
him
to
d
It now S6'cfurre'
oner and is waiting to catch us."
...
hirling-place npm· the h.ouse and barn.
"It does look that way."
It was more than likelv that Dave Ditwell and his gang
"And that me:ms that we hll,V" got to be doubly watchful.
·
of smugglerA were located tl,('re at this very minute.
. By going arou..,d and mak'ing a gt·eat fuse; they would It won't do to let them get hold of us. The thing for us
f'imnly put the villains on their guard, so Wild decided to to do now is to find ont where they are in hiding." pro"That's right," said the detective. "What do you
finrl the hiding--place without letting them know that he was
pose?"
.
looking for it.
"Let us start in different directions and work aroun<l i"I
The more he thought about it the more cool and collected
a circle and examine every opening we come to. I thinl,
he became.
You know your business in that line. We will meet ris:rh';
"Eat your 8 upper!,'' he said to Charlie and Jim.
here in fifteen minutes. It roay be that we will have a b0t"You eat somethin', too, Wild," advised the scout.
"I intend to. This is not the first time that Arietta has ter chancP- of finding- thPir hangout in the dark than we
been in the hands of villains. I am not worrying so much would in the light, since they must have lanterns or lamps
about it. I feel confident that I will have her safe in a burning."
•
"I al!ree with you."
,
little while."
plan?"
the
follow
to
ready
you
are
p]l.
V
"1,
and
bacon
of
bit
a
swallowed
potatoes,
the
of
one
He ate
"Yes."
then took a drink of ·water from the brook.
. "All right. You go that ·wav and I'll go this."
It was now getting dark.
'Without any further talk about it they started J>ff in op"I am off now." hP- said. "Charlie. you and Jim can come
to look for me if T fail to show up inside of an hour. I am posite directions,
We will follow the detective.
going to the shanty."
Locke was a pretty cool sort of a man, and very nervy
"All right," they answered.
·
"Wild." said the detective, stepping over to tJl.e daring at t.hat.
~ HP was prepared to defend his life, too, in case it came
young deadshot.
.o the point.
"'\Vhat is it, Barney?"
Revolver in hand. he crept softly throuP-h the bushes,
"Let me p.:o with you. I am used to all sorts of d:mo·er.'1
<"limbing- over the rocks that wi;re in his path and working
"'
Wild trought a moment.
"All rig-ht," he answered. "I guess it would b0 a good : in a circle.
idea for '-'.ou to go. You nre l()lo~in!!" for the sm~1g-glers, and i Char.ce led hiin to the brook that flowed through the narI am looking for my sweethe:i;rt Just now. We ,v11l find them I row gorge.
, Just as he got to the mouth of the natural split in the
at the same place, so we will go together."
earth he heard the sounds made by some one wading through
•
The secret service man nodcl,ed. 1
1
'
He was ready in less than a minute, and then they set out. 'I th,... water.
Barney listened with all the ears he had.
Wild led the wav throup.-h the g-athering darkness taking
l l\;, tantly the detective was all attention.
I
'
the same course as when he v.rent to the barn.
l He crouched behind a rock and peered tiirong-h the darkHe found the detective to bf~ a very cautious man.
This pleased our hero, for if he detested anythinP- it was i nf'f'~ listening for all he was worth meanwhile.
to have a bunglesome fellow who was stepping upon everv , I-Jp was just ablP to catch sight of the form of a man
dry_ twig that came in the w~y and continually talking and wadin!!' un the br;>ok.
SuddPnly he disappeared, and then he felt that he had
askmg what was the next thmg to be done.
i founcl the place where the Line League made their headBarney was not one of these kind of men.
,
He had seen much detective service in different parts of ' quarters.
t~e country and had been in more than one thrilling situa- 1 Locke got up, and, marking the spot well in his mind,
started to go and find Young Wild West and report
t1on.
But just then two men sprang upon him and bore him
'.'You are _the le,~der, Wild," he said. "What you say in
to the ground!
this case will go.

"Great rattlers, Wild!" yelled Hoss. "Have yer seen anything of Arietta?"
The face of Young Wild West turned a shade paler.
"What do you mean, Hoss?" he asked, looking at him
st eadily.
:·,\vh:t~~ that she's gone."

°
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"I will eat something. I would like a cup of tea, too."
'l'lre girl said this more because it was the first thing that
came in her head than anything else.
I
While she really was hungry, she had lots to think about
. '"' ARIETTA AMONG THE SMUGGLERS.
besides eating just then.
Something like fifteen minutes elapsed, and then the man
It was so dark in the niche in which Arietta had been
placed that when the curtain was raised a little she could came back with a plate bearing some meat and potatoes
see the face of the man quite plainly, owing to the light and a cup of steaming tea.
"I recko_n you can't see very good in he1e," he said,, as he
that came in from either side of it.
She was so alarmed that she was g'l_>ing to utter a cry, set the thmP-s clown upon the stony floor. "I'll go an fetch
but before she could do so there was a warning shake of a lantern, an' then I'll untie yer while yer eat."
Then it was that _the girl acted on a sudden impulse and
the head, and then she instantly realized that the man had
gave the man a great surprise.
,
not come to harm her.
She seized the steaming cup of tea and dashed it into his
Slowly the face drew nearer, and the next moment she
face!
saw that it belonged to a deformed body.
It was not hot enough ito actually scald him, but it gave
It was Bumpy Mike, the man Dave Ditwell had condemned to remain a prisoner until he could prove himself him a burning sensation that caused him to let out a ye!I of
pain.
clear of the charge against him.
Arietta followed up the advantage she had gained by seizThe fellow had been treated very ro·.1ghly by his companions, and his life had only been spared on account of a ing a revolver that was in the man's belt.
She had one concealed in her dress, but she did not want
.,
majority vote in his favor.
.
The cold-blooded and heartless leader of the Line League to bring that into play only as a last resort.
Pushing the curtain aside, she dashed out into the lighted
had been strongly in favor of having the hunchback put to
death, but he was shrewd enough to observe that the senti- cave swinging the revolver in her hand.
"Great punkin-vines!" cried Dave Ditwell, as he saw the
ment of the men was against this.
Then he had asked them to take a vot~, and they had done girl appear. "What's theJ.· matter?"
"The first scoundrel who attempts to lay hands on me will
so, coming to the de~ision that Bumpy Mike_ should have
a fair trial and be given a chance to clear himself of the die!" Arietta exclaimed.
Not one of them made a move to come nea1· her.
charge against him.
"Tj.tke it cool gal," said the leader of the smugglers when
The hunchback was, of course, very bitter against Dithe had recove{ed from his surprise. "1Hm "tah't get out
well after this happened.
In the niche, with his hands tied behind him and a rope o.f here not if you was ter kill all hands of ,:us . . you couldn't
.
holding him to the rocky wall; he had vowed that he would Jmd th~r way. Jest take it cool, will Y_el'?" " b:i
"If you don't let me out of this plac~ 11A1,ade ~ / five mmbe revenged upon the captain and then leave the crowd of
utes I will shoot you!" retorted the girl, ·keepmg, cool, as
smugglers.
The deformed man's wrist happened to be more than nor- he told her to, but as he expected.
"You don't mean that, gal, do yer ?"
mal in thickness.
Dave Ditwell was trying to gain time now.
He had worked his hands free from their bonds on acHe knew the girl could be caught if he .only kept her
'
count of this.
Bumpy Mike had heard all that passed in the cave after standing there a little while.
he had been made a prisoner, and when he found that the
'IYes, I do mean it!" she retorted. "I would shoot you as
captive girl was placed in the niche adjoining him he resolved to liberate her if he could, as a part of the revenge he quickly as I would a rattlesnake!"
"But ver know it's wrong ter kill a feller-bein', gal."
hoped to get.
"Neve'i:- mind about that. It is right for me to protect
The curtains composed of the blankets and skins hung in
a row before the two natural fissures in the solid wall of myself, and I am going to do it."
The villain Tonv was creeping up behind her at that morock at the end of the cavernous place, so he figured that
he might be able to ci:awl from his place to that where the ment, though she· was not aware of it.
Ditwell had put her off her guard.
girl had been tied.
"I ain't no rattlesnake, miss. I ain't goin' ter hm·t ycr,
The. huncliback ~tarted to carry this plan into effect.
Just what he meant to do after he had effected the re- either, so ye1; hadn't oughter try ter kill n:i.e."
The villain nodded as he said this and took a step toward
'
lease of the girl he had not yet thought of.
The man's mind was not a broad one, and he was slow to her.
"Stop!" cried Arietta. "Another step and 1ro1;1 die!"
think.
"I believe you would shoot," and he took an mvoluntl).ry
But when he once decided upon a thing he went right
through with it until he had finished, or was forced to stop. step back.
Just then the greaser sprang to the brave girl with the
So when he saw the startled girl looking at him as though
she was going to cry out he did the best thing he knew to quicb1ess of a cat.
The revolver was torn from her grasp and her hands
reassure her, which was to nod.
pinioned in no time.
And Arietta understood.
A shriek left her lips as she was dragp.:ed back to the
Bumpy Mike placed his fingers to his lips as he paused
)liche she had escaped from, and then a hand was placed
on the floor before the girl.
over her mouth and she was handled more roughly.
Then Arietta nodded.
"Stop that!" cautioned Dave Ditwell. "If you don't be
Without any further sigl).s and without any words whatever, the hunchback crept behind her and proceeded to un- careful I'll have you gagged. I am not going to put up
with any fmther tomfoolery, I want you to understand. If
tie her hands.
It was a pretty hard knot, but he soon· managed to releai::e you don't look out I'll furgit that you're a female an' I'll
have yer put ter death!"
her.
Poor Arietta had made a desperate attempt to escape,
"'fhank you!" whispered the girl.
He shook his head as though it was hardly necessary but it had failed .
The villain she had burned with the hot tea was cursing
to thank him, and then started back for his temporary
roundly, expressing himself against her in a way that she
quarters.
By this time it was so dark in the cave that the smugglers did not like to hear.
"You take a walk outside an' have a look around," said
were lighting the lanterns and lamps they had there for
the captain, addressing him. "Ther cool air will do yer good.
the purpose.
Arietta was just thinking of what was the best thing she When I was upstairs a little while ago my wife said as
should do when one of the men came to the curtain, and, ho,v she thought she heard some one sneakin' around jest as
it was gittin' dusk. I reckon a couple more of yer had betpulling it aside, said:
"Ther captain says you kin have your supper, miss. He ter go out an' look around, too. If yer find any one prowlin'
wants to know whether you'll eat it or not afore he goes to around jest try an' git 'em in here alive. That detective
an' Young Wild West an' his two partners might be back
ther trouble to git it fur you."
Arietta just had time to get back in a position that would here by that time."
The man at once started to leave the cave, and before he
· make the man think she was still tied, and in a voice that
l Jrot out two others were following him.
was remarkably steady, answered:
CHAPTER VIII.
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"I tell you plainly that no one connected with you or
Arietta was tie<l again, this time more securely than before.
your gang gave me a particle of information concerning you."
"Well, maybe ther humpbacked man told some one else,
Her captors never had the least idea that any one had
freed her, so they did not take the trouble to look in where an' they told you.''
There was a silence for the space of a minute.
the hunchback was.
'.'I reckon you'll go without yer grub now, fur a while," / Then Dave Ditwel! spoke again.
"I reckon Humpy Mike was ther one what told it, boys.''
said Ditwell, with a chuckle. "That'll punish yer a little.
he said. "This feller don't want ter say so, that's all. Well.
Arietta made no reply.
jest put ther finishin' touches to Mister D'e tective an' chuck
She was now perfectly cool again.
·
It was more thar, likely that the hunchback would free his carcass inter ther bottomless, hole!"
her again, she thought .
. And if he did, she would ask him the way out of the place.
Then she would make a run for it.
CHAPTER IX.
But fifteen minutes passed and there we1·e no signs of
·
the deformed man.
ON THE RIGHT TRACK AT LAST.
Arietta was .iust thinking of trying to attract hiR · atten'
tion when she heard a comn1otion in the cave.
Arietta felt her heart sink within her when she heard
She listened and heard hurrying footsteps and excited
the command to kill the man the smugglers had captured.
voices.
1
If she had been free she would surely have dashed out to
'We've got a feller what was sneakin' around outside,
his rescue.
Can!" she heard one of the men say.
But she was utterly h~lpless, and . there was nothing foI
"Let me see who it is." answered the leader of the gang.
"Well, here he is! Lend a hand here, some of yer, so we her to do but sit there in the dark.
There was a sharp, scuffling sound and then she knew
ki,-. i,:ag an' tie him."
Then followed a scuffling noise, after which Ditwell said; the detective had been seized.
But just then something else happened.
"This· feller must be ther detectiv,:1 what is lookin' fur
The sharp report of a revolver rang out, followed by a
me. boys. It ain't Young Wild West or it ain't either one
gurgling ery; the curtain before -the niche trembled violently,
of his partners. I reckon hP's g-larl he's found me!"
and she heard a hoarse laugh, followed by hurried footsteps.
There was a hoarse lau,rh at this.
It was the voice of the hunchback she heard, a11,d she
Instead o.:f being discouraged at the fact that one of her
friends had .been caught by the villains, Arietta grew more instantly realized that it was he who had fired the shot.
And that was _just what had happened.
"·1.
hopeful.
One of the villainous members of the Line League had
It showed p]ain1y that they were looking for the smugbeen in the act of raising a knife to olun.g e it into the
glers and ' lmrl loc:;i,t ed them.
a shot
As the c,let.eptive had been caught Wild must be close at heart of Bernard Locke, when Humpy Mike had fired of
one
with a revolver he had managed to get from the belt
hand .
. "What are yl'\r goin' ter do with this feller, captain?" she of the men that had been left on a bench near the spot where
he had been placed as a prisoner.
heard one of the men sav.
He shot the man dead. and then with the yell on his lips
"Ask him a few question,; . an' then kill him." was the
as
brutal rejoinder. "I reckon he kin tell us who it was th".t, that Arietta heard, he darted through the cave as fast
·
g ive him ther information that my namP was Dave Ditwell, he could run.
It was so unexpected to Dave Ditwel! and the rest of the
an' that I was the leader of ther Line League."
that thP.y did not make a move to stop him until
smugglers
breath.
"That's so!" exclaimed two or three in the same
to the brook.
almost
was
he
"I
"But before we dispose of him," resumed the captain,
ThP.n the Yankee, who was first to recover himself, fired
want one of you to go to ther entrance an' stand guard. I
ain't afraid of his friends jumpin' in on us an' capturin' us, at him.
A cry of pain came from the deformed man, but he did
but I do want ter know it if any more of 'em comes sneakin'
around. He was alone, you say, so the,e's no danger of not stop running.
Crack!
any one else findirt' ther way ter P."it in here. He couldn't
Again the villain fired.
have done it himself. an' he was right at ther brook when
But this time a yell came from a different person.
yer catched him, too."
The man who had been ordered to guard the entrance had
One of the men walked over to the entrance, as Arietta
jumped out.to catch tl;te escaping prisoner and had been just
could hear.
Then she heard the villainous captain give the order for in time to receive the bullet in his shoulder. uttered a yell
As he dropped to the ground the hunchback
the gag to be removed from the mouth of the detective.
"I want ver ter answer me a question," Dave Ditwell said. of defiance and disappeared.
Out through the brook he dashed and soon was upon the
"What is· it?" came the reply, in a voice that quivered just
·
ground.
solid
a little.
not be worth a
would
life
his
that
knew
Mike
Humpy
Ditwell
Dave
was
"How did yer find out that my name
', flash of powder if he was caught, so he ran with the speed
an' that I was a smuggler?"
of a deer.
"I decline to answer the question."
Not until he was completely exhausted did the man stop.
"Yer do, eh?"
He sank down into a thick clump of bushes, falliug u pon
"Yes.''
his left arm, the fleshy part of which had been wounded by
The detective appeared to be plucking up more courage the
first shot Dave Ditwell had fired .
now.
The, wound had been bleeding profusely, and, faint from
"Well, yer might as well make up you.1· mind ter answer,
his run and the loss of blood, the man relapsed into insenas a man's life depends on it."
sihility.
"You mean that my life depends on it?"
It was probably lucky for him that his weight went up on
"No, not yourn; yourn is forfeited already. I mean that
of blood.
one ·of ther members of our 11:ang is. a,:~used of givin' you the arm, for that checked the flow
The man lay there for three or four hours before he came
ther information about me. If he didn't do it he oughtn't
to. ·
ter die. yer know."
Then he felt so weak that he could scarcely walk when he
"Well, I will tell you plainly that none of your men
gave me anv information concerning you or the business got upon his feet.
In his excitement during his flight he hardly knew wbich
you are engaged in," answered the detective in a voice that
direction he had taken, and he now began searching for the
had become a little unsteady again.
Rio Grande.
"Didn't yer see a humpbacked man in El Paso yesterday -trail that led to the village on the
Humpy Mike wante<l to get to El Paso and inform some
or ther day afore?"
one of the fact that the detective and a young lady were pris"I spoke to no such man."
onPrs in the smugglers' cave.
"But didn't yer see him?"
He had decided to tell all about the Line League and run
"I might have seen such a man."
the chance of keeping out of prison himself by turning state's
"Do yer know what his name was?"
evidence.
"How should 1 know?"
It was just getting daylight when the deformed man sud"Never mind how should Yer know! Do yer know?"

.
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denly came upon some horses that were browsing upon the
dew-covered grass.
He stopped and hesitated, not knowing where he was and
just what to do.
The next moment a sharp command for him to hold up his
hands rang out.
The best the man could do was to raise his right hand in
obedience to the command, for the other arm pained, him so
that he could not lift it.
"I a-good man!" he said, quickly. "I no bad man; I
a-hurt."
"Fetch him here, Charliet" said a voice. "Let's see what
he looks like. Maybe he can give us some information."
Humpy Mike had run right upon the c'amp of Young Wild
West, and it was oul- hero who spoke.
Wild, Charlie and Jim had put in all night searching ..for
Arietta and the detective, for Wild had not been able to find
the place where Locke had been caught, and did not know
what had happened to Jiim.
But he guessed that he had fallen into the hands of the
smugglers.
He was in a very worried state of mind just at this moment, and when he heard Cha'rlie tell a stranger to hold up
his hands his hopes arose.
_L
Cheyenne Charlie took the hunclfback by the arm and led
him to where our hero was in the act of rising to his feet.
"It's a greaser, Wild, an' a humpbacked one, too," he said.
"I reckort he might be ther feller what told ther hostler over
in E'l Paso about Dave Ditwell."
"Dat a-me!;' spoke up Humpy Mike, quietly. "Dave Ditwell shoot a-me in da arm and I run away."
"Are you telling the truth, greaser?" asked Young Wild
West, ~agerly.
"Yes, I hope-a I die!" and the fellow crossed himself to
show h·ow earnest he was.
"You are one of the Line League, then?"
"I a-leave the gang," declared the man.
"But you was one of them?"
"Yes."
"Did you just come from them?"
"I run away last night."
"Where is the place where the -Line League has its headquarters?"
"A good ways from here."
Humpy Mike thought he must surely be miles away from
the cave, since he was not aware that he had traveled in a
circle and had come nearly back to the place he had ·fled
from.
Young Wild West questioned him and learned that both
' Arietta and the detective were prisoners in the cave.
But it was more than likely that the detective had been
made away with before this time, he thought.
'
Humpy Mike told his stor y in his own way, omitting nothing that had occurred since his return to the cave from El
Paso.
It was a remarkable story.
When , our hero listened to what -Arietta had done in the
cave his eyes brightened.
"Et is just as brave as she can be," he said to his companions. "It is too bad she couldn't have got out."
"It's a shame, that's what it is !" exclaimed Stella Thompson, who, with her husband, had remained at the camp with
our friends.
"Jim," said Wild, after a pause, "tie up this f ellow's arm
as well as you can. He must lead u s to the cave of the
smugglers. Arietta must be rescued. And if Bamey Locke
is still alive we must get him away from the gang, too."
"Rig-ht you are, Wild," was the rnpJy.
Jim was quite handy at attendjng to wounds, and h~ soon
had the hunchback's arm ,washed.
Then he applied some salve, which they always carried in
case of emergency, and bound it up with the sleeve of the
wounded man's shirt, which he tore from the garment for the
purpose.
.
The salve was soothing right away, and Humpy Mike felt
thankful to the boy.
"How far is the cave from here, <lo you think?" Wild
asked him.
.
"It is right under the house of Dave Ditwell. It--"
"Is that where it is?" interrupted our hero. "Why! that
is only a little over two hundred yards from where -vye now
are. You did not come as far from the place as you thought,
then." ,
"l a-run a long distance," 'in.iisted the htmchback .

•
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"Well, you must have run in a circle, tl!en . . The house is
right over there," and he pointed out the direction.
The hunchback shook his head.
He could not seem to believe it.
"How many men has Dave Ditwell ?" Wild asked ..
"He a-have six beside a-himself. I shoot one which a-try
to kill the a-detective."
"And, counting yourself, there were nine in the gang, all
told?"
"Yes."
?"
"There are only seven left for us to fight then ..
· "Yes but Dave Ditwell a-shoot one and hurt him when I
run aw'ay. He a-mean to shoot me and shoot da man."
"I see. That leaves only six, then. Well, I _guess. we cll:n
handle them all right.
Come on, boys! This busmess is
drawing to a head at last!"
"I hope ther humpbacked greaser has told ther truth,
Wild," observed Charlie.
"Well I think he has. I am a pretty good judge of a fellow wh~n he's telling a story, you know."
"I know it, but it seems almost too good to be t_rue."
"It will be pretty bad if Locke has been killed by the
fiends."
"Maybe they chan<>'ed their minds after this feller dropped
ther one what was ;oin' to do ther business."
"Perhaps they did. We will hop·e so,. anyI:ow."
Just as they were all ready to s(art Wild s.:ud:
"I think it would be a good idea for me to go on ahead,
You just wait about fifteen minutes after I have gone and
then head straight for the house. Keep under cover, so
the scoundrels can't get at you from ambush."
"What are you goin' to do, Wild?" asked 'Charlie,.
"I am going to try and get into. the hou'Y~· ~1,1J6'a.t any <;ine
knowing it," was the reply. "It 1s so ea-rj.y m hflle mo:i:nmg
that the woman will not be awake. It \:r"tnore ,f\:ian likely
that Dave Ditwell has remained ~n the ca~' ~11~1!t?:f.t for fear
that we might make a su_d den raid on the 1,1#>~~ rf;nl
"All right. You know best what's to b~ did . .,;,'.,,. .
"Well, if I can get into the ho1:1se without arousi!lg the
woman I can find the way to get mto the cave. This man
has just told us that 'the trapdoor is under the table in the
center of the room and that there are steps leading into the
cellar. Other steps that go down to the cave are in t1!-e
east end of the cellar, he says, so ther_e will be no trouple m
finding the way. If I can get down mto that cave w1tho~t
them knowing -it until I get ~here I'll guarantee that I will
either make short work of the Line League or m_ake them
surrender!
I am just in the mood to do some quick shooting this morning."
The way the boy spoke showed that I:ie meant it.
Having decided upl:>n a plan of action, our hero set out
without any further loss of time.
He made his way to the house by the _same route he h!ld
traveled twice before, and when he had listened from a -pile
of bushes close to the rear of it a few minutes he became
convinced that it was safe to go ahead.
But before he did _so he took a good look at the house.
The roof was a slanting one, and from one of the peaks
a wide old-fashioned chimney arose about three feet.
"A fellow could almost see down into the room throubl1
that," he soliloquized. "By Jove,! t!1ere is a tree that's 1;ight ·
11 andy to climb upon the roof. I 11 Just go up there and listen
and have a peep down."
No sooner decided upon than Wild was climbing the tree.
The house J was only a story and a half high, making the
peak not more than fourteen feet from the foundation, which
was almost even with the ground.
The chimney was built of stone, and was really larger than
was necessary.
Wild reached the roof and crawled to the chimney.
He had no sooner got there when he heard a muffled shriek
below.
.
Instantly he was all attention, for he was certain that the
sound came from the lips of Arietta.
There was a scuffling sound in the room below and then
voices came to his ears quite plainly.
One of them came from the woman he had talked with the
day before, he knew.
..
There were two men talking besides her, but their tones
were so low he could not" hear what was being said.
.'
The next minute a puff of smoke came up from below
and he was aware of the fact 'that a fire had been started in
the firnpface.
.
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He held his ear close to the mouth of the chimney, however,
anj. the next instant he heard a loud scream.
Help! Help! Oh, Wild! Come and save me!"
It was the voice of Arietta!
;
There was no mistaking it.
"Put a gag in ther mouth of ther hussy!" the woman called
out loud enough for the boy on the roof to hear. "She'll
have Young Wild West an' his gang after .us ther first thing
we know!"
"You can bet that Young Wild West will be after you!"
muttered our hero, as he tightened his belt about him and
drew his revolver. "He is going right down the chimney
_
now!"
Wilp had remained perfectly calm, in spite of the fact that
his sweetheart had uttered the appealing cry for help.
But in less than three seconds from the time that the last
of her words reached his ears he had his feet and legs down
the chimney flue.
Then. regardless of the smoke that was coming up, he
dropped downward!

.

CHAPTER X.

WILD GIVES DAVE DITWELL THE SURPRISE OF HIS LIFE.

Dave Dit»-eH flefl in a terrible rage when he found that
Humpy Milt;~ .lukl,ll}ade his escape from the cave.
He _ran ,sy·e,i; tq1.tpe guard, who was lying on the ground
groamng, ~fl1 ,exCljpmed.
Did I hit ye1· by mistake??"
• ma;l:er, Bill?
"What'sn
g, Q~ptain Dave," w~s ~he rep~y. "You C<?Ul~n't
"Y~s, ye1 _
help 1t. I know, . but that bullet 1s Jest dom' some stmgm',
an' no mistake!" "
"Well, we'll git J'uan ter work on yer in a minute. He'll
make yer all right in . no time. Here! Come an' carry Bill
over to his bunk, some of yer!"
They were all willing to obey, and they did so without loss
of time.
Not one of them attempted to leave the cave in .pursuit o1
the hunchback, though.
The leader of the Line League gave no such orders.
He was possibly afraid that Young Wild w·est and his
·
.·
friends might be outside.
He gave orders for another man to go on guard in place
of the one who was wounded, with instructions to' shoot the
first one who came wading through the brook.
Meanwhile, the fellow called Juan was at work on the
wounded man.
He was a Mexican who had quite a smattering of surgery,
·
and he was really very handy in such cases.
With the crude instruments he possessed he managed to
extract the bullet from the smuggler's shoulder, and then,
after he had dressed the wound, the man felt easier.
Bernard Locke, the detective, had been standing in the
center of the cave all this while, with a man standing at his
sid~ pressing the muzzle of a revolver against his temple.
The body of the man who had been going to stab him to
the heart just as the fatal bullet cut him short, lay at his
feet, and Locke looked at it with a pale face.
He thought his turn would come as soon as the wounded
man had been attended to.
But it did not.
Suddenly Captain Dave Ditwell looked up and saw him.
"Put that feller in ther place where Humpy Mike was,"
he said. "We won't kill him jest yet. He might come in
handy afore this little trouble is over."
With a sigh of relief, the detective suffered himself to be
led to the niche behind the curtains.
He was tied securely so he could not move a foot in any
direction.
Then all grew still in the cave.
The night went rather slowly to Arietta and the detective, for they could not get to sleep, even if they desired to.
There was too much on their minds for that.
Arietta noted the first ray of daylight that came into the
cave thI"Ough the rift that admitted both light and air.
She was tired out from being kept confined so close, and
;.,.
she wondered where Wild could be.
Pretty soon the single lantern that had been left burning
during the night was extinguished an<l then she heard the
men moving about the cave.
Some one walked over to the niche and' pulled aside the
eurtains.
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ft was Daye Ditwell, th~ leader of the smugglers.
. Hello, r111ss!" he exclaimed. "I hope yer put in a good
mght of _rt. As I'm afraid ther feller what skipped om
might split on us an' fetch a crowd here ter raid ther cave
'
I think I'll put you in safer quarters."
"You had better let me go," retorted the girl. ' "It will
be all the better for you in the end."
I ain't goin' ter let yer go,
"You. thi~k so, ~ut I don't.
unless 1t wrll sartmly mean my life an' freedom. I'll kill
ye,~ befo1:e I'll let yer go any other way!"
Well, rt you have the least bit of sense you ought to 1-..'Uow
that 1t :will only be a question of a short time before thiE
place will be captured by my friends."
"I don't think there's enough of 'em ter do it gal. I'm
mo1:e afeared that Humpy Mike will go ter El Pas'o an' fetch
a big g-an1; up here ter do ther job. Th.is here cave· is right
on ther lme between Mexico an' New Mexico, 'cqtdin' ter
You are on ther Mexico side now but
what I understand.
a few feet this way an' you'd be in ther United States."'
"Well, I will be in the United States before long without
you taking me there," she answered, putting on a bold front.
"That's only what you think. I think different. Come
here, Tony! We'll take ther gal upstairs. Jest put a gag in
her mouth, so she can't yell out when she gits there."
"All right, Captain," answered the greaser, and hP. ti.astened to tie a cotton handkerchief over the girl's mouth.
He then untied the rope that held her close to the ring in
the rock.
"Git up, gal!" exclaimed Ditwell.
Arietta obeyed.
She would much rather walk than be carried by the villains.
'_'She's quite sensible, fur a gal, ain't she, Tony? She ain't
gom' ter cut up, I reckon."
\
"~he's a great gal!" Tony hastened to reply.
.
D1twell now took the girl by the arm.
Arietta was rather faint from her rather long fast, but she
kept up bravely.
The captain of the Line League led her to the flight of
steps that went up to the cellar.
Then he told her to come on up.
He went ahead, pulling her along after him, while Ton:v
·
brought up the rear.
They reached the cellar, and then Ditwell righted a Jantern.
The next thing he did was to ascend the few steps that led
to the trapdoor.
He gave a knock on this and a slight movement was heard
above them.
"Caroline is up, all right," muttered the villain half to
'
/
himself.
_T)1e next minute there was a noise made by something
,
shdmg and then the ti·apdoor was lifted.
"Is everything all right, Caroline?" asked Ditwell.
"Yes," was the reply. "No one has been here since before
dark last night."
"Good! I want ter bring ther gal up there an' hide her.
Ther chances is that ther ,cave wi~l be raided afore long, an'
I want ter keep her so s we km make terms with 'em.
H1;1mpy Mike has gone back on us an' run away, an' he may
brmg a gang here ter clean us out."
"That is too bad!" exclaimed the woman. "Bring ther gal
up. It's a mighty good thing you've got her, Dave!"
Arietta was soon hurried to the floor above.
Caroline cast an ugly look at her, for it was plain that
she did not admire the rare beauty of the girl.
She was not good looking herself, and she hated to see any
one of her sex who was.
"Start up a fire an' make some coffee, Caroline," said Dave
Ditwell. "I'm a little bit nertWus this mornin', an' a cup of
•
coffee will do me good."
"All right," was the reply.
The woman started to obey.
"Now, · then, Tony," said the captain, turning to his assistant, "I reckon we'll hide ther gal. Jest git that biggest
barrel over here. We'll put her in that, an' then we'll put on
~her headl an' no one will ever think of l?okin' fur her in it
1f they sliould happen ter come here. Tie her so. she can't
move first. There'll be enough air comin' through ther
cracks in ther barrel ter let her breathe. It ain't air-tight,
·
yer know."
"I a-know."
Tony got the barrel and then Caroline, who had lighted
j
the fire, began to do considerable talking.
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"Yes, I will do that," was the quick reply.
She wanted to tell them just how to do it.
"Will you guarantee that Young Wild We~t aml ther rest
Arietta re~lized that she was going to be placed in a very
cramped position, so she decid~d to make an effort to b reak will let us alone, too?"
"I can't guarantee what they will do."
away and get out of the house.
''\\'el!, then, you kin make up your mind tcr ;;tay right
_She made a desperate attempt, and, failing, uttered a
We'll fight it out. 1f we find that we ain't
1, here you are.
stifled scream.
The gag became partly loosened from her mouth and :::he got no show an' have got ter go uun,lcr I'll take pleasure in
puttin' a bullet through your heart afore I go!"
managed to call out for help. ·
There was a ring in the voice of the villain which told
She called the name of her dashing young lover because
he was the only one she thought could possibly help her now. that he meant what ·he said and rean,_, gloried in it.
The heart of the detective sank within him.
;But the gag was quickly placed back in position and her
cnPs were cut short.
Then they proceeded to carry out their villainous scheme.
The two men seized Arietta and placed her in the barrel.
CHAPTER XI.
As one of them took the barrel-head to place it in position
THINGS GO WILD'S WAY.
there was a crashing noise in the chimney and Young Wild
West dropped into view!
Wild was too much interested in getting Arietta out of tht!
It was the supreme moment of his life when our hero
dr_opp~d down the chimney and came upon the astonished vil- barrel to pay any attention to the escaping leader of the Line
League .
lams m such a sudden manner.
As the villain dropped to the floor and lifted the trapdoor
. Never before had he experienced such a feeling of exultathe boy rushed to the barrel and threw off the head.
tion.
"Tt's all right, Et," he -said. "Keep up your courage."
Tony was in the act of forcing the barrel-head upo, his
Then he tore the gag from her mouth and lifted her from
sweetheart's head, and Wild could not stand that.
the barrel.
Crack!
He had scarcely done this when there was a jar which
His revolver spoke sharply and . the greaser uttered a
•
sl'"()k thr Rh~nty from below.
·
groan and dropped dead.
It was the big stone being dropped over the entrance to
The woman had made a spring toward Wild the moment
he land_ed, but he quickly gave her a push that sent her the stone stairway, but Wild had no idea what it was at the
time.
staggermg to a corner.
With quick strokes of his knife he severed the bonds that
But Dave Ditwel! did not mean to be caught.
had held his sweetheart powerless, and then she stood upon
down
went
Tony
He dropped to the floor the same time
her feet, her face radiant with joy.
.
from the boy's bullet.
"I knew you would come-I felt it, Wild!" she cried.
The barrel was between Wild and the trap and seizing
"It is all right, little one. Look out!"
the ring, the villain lifted the door and dropped thro~gh letAt this m~ment _the W?man he had pushed into a corner
'
ting it come down with a bang.
.
.
.
sprang at An~tta hke a tigress.
Down he went, landing in a heap in the cellar.
The brav!: girl stepped back and Wild seized the woman m
But he did not mean to stay ther.e.
st
He knew the way so well that he, rolled over and came to a rong gnp.
' 1:h; powerful young fellow soon had Caroline in such a
the flight of stone steps in less than a second.
position that she_ could do no damage, and_ then while he held
He had things prepared for just such an emergency.
Through the opening he went, and then drawing his knife, _he~ that way Anetta ~ound her hand~ beh:nd her.
i You can see how it feels to be tied like I have been all
·
he severed a stout rope above him.
There was a heavy jar and the passage was shut off from , night," the girl said, with just a tinge of exultation in her
j manner.
the cellar.
Ditwell had caused a heavy flat rock to drop over the open- 1 Wild now took the rope that had been around Arietta and
soon·rendered Caroline so she could not even walk.
ing!
But he. was not cruel enough to gag her when it was not
Then he went down into the cave below
"Git ready fur a fight, boys!" he said in: a hoarse but low I necessary.
the use of her tongue.
voice. "Young Wild West is in ther house an' he's jest shot , He let her have the
doo1· and the rays of the rising sun shot
Arietta opened
'I .
·
'
_
Tony!"
mto the apartment.
Consternation seized the men.
The .b·apdoor was ,]own and no one would have thought it
There were only five of them, all tq).d now i:;ince the man
existed iI they had not 1ooked sharply and seen the ring.
(!ailed Bill was helpless from the wound 'in hi~ ;houlder
"I gu€ss I was just in t ime to keep you from being barThose below had heard the shot and the noise the c~ptain
reled up, Et," said Vi'i1rl. w;t 11 a :::mile, as he brushed the
made in his hurried flight below.
They even now could hear Caroline screaming at the top of dust and soot from his clothes.
"I am so glad :t·ou happe:'ed alor>r just as you did, Wild. I
her voice. but as her husband did not offer to ' go to her as, was not expecting you would come the way vou did, though."
sistance they were not going to.
I "No. It was a queer " V'.lY to Jo'.'P:t to you: but I was on the
"Are they all up there, Captain?" asked one of them.
"I onlr, seen one, an' that was Young Wild West," was the ! roof listening, and whe:n I he'.'-rd :ou call out to me I .iust
He come down ther chimney an' we was so sur- let myself down the chimney m a n urry. I hardly touched
reply.
prised that he got a shot at Tony afore'we knowed what hJtp- the sides, so straight did I drop."
He led her out of the shanty. .
pened. I knowed I'd go under if I stayed, so I dropped
. Then as they look~d up the trail they saw Cheyenne Chardo;;vn !hrough ther tr3:pdoor in a hurry, I kin tell yer!"
.
and, the rl?st con:nng.
An yer let ther big stone drop, too, didn't yer ?" asked , heThey
had not waited until the futf'Pn minutes ,-:-as un exanother.
;•yes .. ,N~ one kin get from !ieer to ther house any more, actly, but it was pre';ty close to t},p,t : ime since Wild had left
an 1t amt likely that Young Wild West will come down even the camp.
.
Wild b~ckoncd for them to come on.
if_ he kin ~it ther rock away from ther hole . . We ·could shoot
. They did so, and when Stella Thn:-npson saw Arietta standhim ther mstant he come, an' he knows it!"
of delight.
"How about ther detectiv~" queried the first who had ing by the si,de of Wild she uttered a cry and
she obeyed inBut Wild motioned for her to be silent,
.,.
spoken.
stantly.
j
handy,
in
come
"Let ,,him be right where he is. He'll
Our hero and his sweetheart met them a few yards from
maybe.
B3:rney Locke heard this, and he wanted to let t"qem know j the shanty.
"So you found her, hey?" said Charlie, lookmg with pleashe}Sid.
1 he called out in as cool a voice as he could com- ure at Arietta.
ay."
"Yes, I found her."
mand; "you. fellows are not charg~d with anything worse
''.ls ther detective alive?"
thai: smuggling, You had better s?-rrender and take what is
'·Yes," spoke up Arietta. "He is down in the cave. They
comm_g t<? you. If you do anything worse than you have
won't will him, I hardly think.".
done it w~ll be all the worse for you."
[' She now told all she knew about him.
Dave Ditwell thought a moment.
When she had finished the hunchback stepped forward sv
"Will you give your solemn promise that you'll go right
she coul.-1 see him.
away an' let us alone if we let you go?" he questioned.

I

I

I
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"Me a good man," he said.
"Yes," she answered. "You untied me once when the villains had me, but it did no good, for they caught me again."
There was no time for much talking over what had happened, so Wild declared.
"We must finish up the task we have begun," he said.
"Barney must b e released."
"Let's git a bite ter eat, first," suggested Hoss Thompson.
"VeR. the woman was getting ready to make coffee when
Wild dropped down the chimney," said Arietta. "I am about
starved myself."
"You must have something to eat right away, then," exclaimed Wild. "I have no doubt but that there is plenty in
the house."
They hastened into the house, for Wild was not the least
bit alarmed that the villains would come up there.
The body of Tony, the greaser, lay silent and motionle~s
on the floor, and when the hunchback saw it he shrugged his
shoulders.
"It is a-better to be alive than dead, even if a-one is a
hunchback," he said, half to himself.
Wild quickly placed the table over the trapdoor with one
of the legs upon it.
"I guess no onP can cPme up without letting us know
about it," he r,..n, a rk ed. "Charlie, .iust see to it that the body
of the gl:'efl.ser is 0 ·ot out, will you ? "
"I reckon I will!" was the reply. "Git hold there, Hoss."
The cowboy hastened to his aid, and they soon had the
grewsome object out of sight.
Then Jim Dart made an investigation of the house, while
the rest stood on guard.
When he went to a closet Caroline, who had kept pretty
still since they entered, let out an angry yell.
"Let my grub alone !" she cried. "It ain't fur folks ter eat
.
up."
"That's all right," answered Wild. "You should be glad
you are alive. ,lust shut up, please. If you don't we will
take vou to El Paso and have you placed in prison."
This had the effect of silencing her.
Then for the first time it occurred to Wild that she would
be of great aid in getting the release of the detective.
He decided to try a plan as soon as they had something
to eat.
One thing about Caroline, she was a very clean woman.
Her pots and pans were as bright as dollars and the few
dishes in t.he closet were as clean as could be.
There was plenty of provender there, too, and Jim soon
had the fire going.
Stella hastened to help him, and in a few minutes the
coffee-pot was over the fire.
There was plenty of meat and bread, so in less than fifteen minutes they were staying their hunger and thirst.
The only thing that bothered Wild while this was happening was that the smugglers might leave the cave by some
other way.
He qnestioned the hunchback and learned about the entrance through the barn.
He found that this led down to the edge of the brook at
the very entrance of the underground retreat.
"I guess the girls are as safe hem as anywhere," he said,
as he fini shed eating. "Jim, you and Hoss will stay right
here with the girls , while Humpy Mike shows us the way to
get to .the cave by way of the barn."
With that our hero went out, followed by Charlie and the
hunchback.
They went straight to the barn.
Bumpy Mike showed them the place where they could get
down to the narrow passage that led to the entrance, and
with a nod Wild turned to the scout and said:
"Now, CharliP. you go back to the house and fetch that
woman he,1:e. If she won't come any other way, bring her
at the point of your revolver. You know how to talk to
her."
"I reckon so," was the reply, and with a grim smile Charlie hunied from the barn.
Then Wild dropped into the passage and started down the
slant.
There was a dim light ahead, and he knew that was the
objective point just then.
Wild made his way along fearles sly.
In two minutes he was at the outlet and found himself
under a wide, shelving ledge that had clusters of vines hanging from it almost to the g-ronnil >1.nrl the brook that came
from the mouth of the cave.
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The noise of the running water drowned any noise he
might have made, so it was hardly possible that his presence
was known by the guard inside.
Wild concluded to take the risk of going a little further.
He kept close to the wall and carefully moved some of the
vines aside.
The first object that met his gaze was the figure of a man
standing there.
lt was the fellow who had been ordered to stay there and
watch by the leader of the Line League.
The man was a Mexican, and he appeared to be on the alert
for the least sound that would indicate the approach of any
one through the stream.
But our hero had managed to get there without coming
that way.
The man was not looking his way, but off more to the
right.
Our hero took another step and was right among the vines.
Then it was that the guard turned and saw him.
With the quickness of a cat Young Wild West launched
himself forward and caught the Mexican by the throat!
It was an awful grip that the boy got upon the man's
throat, and the loudest noise that came from his lips was a
"
choking gasp.
But the scuffling made some noise, however, though not
enough to attract the attention of those in the cave.
B?~lc intn thP p:a.ssage Wild for,ced the man, holding upon
h'im like grim death.
It wns such a fierce grip that he was being choked into
insensibility.
Down to the ground he went. Wild on ton of him.
Our hero knew what was the matter, but he did not let
.
.
,
up yet.
The villain was tu,·ning black in the face and his tongue
·
was nrotruding from his mouth.
When he thouo-ht he had him iust right he let up on him.
ThP Mexic:a.T\ lay perfectly still.
Wild quickly reri1ove<l his wean,ms from him and then
bound his arms t,o his sides with hir,, nurn belt, which he removed in a J,nrrv anrl nlaced back a little higher up.
'!'he next thing h e did W"'-S to irag hi,.., with a handkerchief.
He had just :>h0ut c0mpleted this task when he heard foot·
stem, coming through the passage.
"Sh!" he cautioned.
The scout aunroached, holding a revolver at the head of
the woman, whose arms were still bound.
"She reckoned she'<l better come, Wild," Charlie whis,
.
.
perP<l. an<l thPn l1e p-rinned.
"Well, it wouldn't have made a great deal of difference ii
she had not come," was the reply. "I managed to get tht
guard a prisoner. There he is."
He pointed to the prostrate form on the ground near the
edge of the bro0k.
"Is he a-dea<l ?" asked Humpy Mike, coming forward at
that moment, 'his left arm in a sling and his right hand
gri>~ning a revnlver.
"No. but nearly so, I guess. I choked him goo, and hard."

I

CHAPTER XII.
•

CONCLUSION.

Dave Ditwell had remained in the cave · with his remaining
men in a silent µ10od.
At the verv moment Young Wild West captured the guard
in such a bold way Dave Dit'well was walking over to where
thP <letective lav in a helpless condition.
"Do you want to die?" he said to the secret service man.
"No!" was ,the reply.
"Well, if yer don't git us out of this scrape yer will!"
"How can I get you out of the scrape?"
"Easy enough. I've thought it over, an' if you'll give your
word of honor not ter tell any one how yer got in or out of
this cave. an' swear that you won't attempt ter hunt fur m
inside of ·forty-eight hours I'll let yer go."
Barney was in deep thought for a moment.
He realized that he had a desperate villain to deal with,
and what was the use of running the risk of throwing his life
away?
"I'll agree to that," he said.
"Yer will keep your word?"
"Yes. If you let me go I won't tell how I got' in or out
until after forty-eight hours are passed."
"Swear to it. Mister Detective?"
"1 swear!"

,
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"All right, I'm goin' ter take your word, 'ca_u~e. I've come
to ther conclusion that there ain't nu use of dym m a hurry.
But there's one thing more that I want yer to agree to."
"What is that?"
"I want yer to tell Young Wild West that you was let go
on ther conditions that my wife was ter be let go."
"All right," replied the detective; "I will do that."
"An' you will see to it that she is let go?"
"Yes."
"Ther house belongs to her; let her stay in it. She's ,1:>een
a good wife ter me, an' though I may never see her ag m, I
don't want no harm ter come ter her."
"AU right."
.
"You swear to do all that, then?"
"Yes."
"Then I'll let yer go!"
The villain stooped and cut the bonds that held the detective powerless.
Barney at once got upon his feet.
"Show me the way out," he said.
"All right. Step right over there to ther guard. He'.11
put.yer in ther brook an' then you kin walk to ther end of it,
an' it will be all right. You know where yer was when , ·
was caught, don't yer?"
"Yes."
"Well, you'll come out right there."
Just then Dave Ditwell looked over for the guard.
He was not there.
Just then his . wife stepped into view.
Her face was very p'ale and she looked as though she expected every second was to be her last.
"Caroline!"
"It's me, Dave."
"What's ther matter?"
"Well, I'm ter be killed if you don't surrender!"
Ditwell now walked right up to her.
He was within two feet of her when Young Wild West
suddenly stepped before him, a leveled r~vol_ver _in pis hand!
"Surrender, Dave Ditwell!" the boy cried m rmgmg tones.
"Great punkin-vines!"
.
As the exclamation left his lips the leader of the Lme
League dropped to the ground and plunged forward through
the hanging vines.
His head struck Humpy Mike in the stomach, and down he
went.
Then Ditwell uttered a yell of defiance and darted up the
passage leading to the barn.
.
This ;move was hardly expected by our hero and his companions.
.
.
.
But Wild quickly checked Charlie from followmg him.
"We will get him later," he said. "He is without a horse,
and it-will be easy to track him. Let's get the others."
Then he rushed into the cave.
"Hands up!" he cried. "The first man who offers to put up
a fight will' die!"
There was no fight in the men left.
They put up their hands in a hurry.
Our two friends did not recognize iIJ, the gloom of the
place that one of the men \\:as the 1etect)v~ 11-ntil he spo_ke.
"I had just made a bargam to gam mY liberty," he said.
"Well, it makes no difference now," answered our hero. "I
am more than glad to see you alive, Barney."
"I don't doubt it."
"Just take the shooters away from those fellows. You may
as well make yourselves useful."
The villains gave up their weapons without a1murmur.
"I've got a pair of steel handcuffs in my pocket," said the
detective. "I will save them for Dave Ditwell. He is the
man we want, anyhow."
"Yes that's right."
"I g~ve my promise that I would not hunt for him until
fo r ty-eight hours were up if he let me out of the cave, but
as he didn't have a chance tu -Jet me out I suppose the promise is off."
"Well, you didn't promise him that_ you wouldn't t~ke him
to E'l Paso if some one else caught him and turned him over
to you, did you?"
"No."
"Then you can keep your promise. We'li take him for
you."
Wild and Charlie took a look around the cave after the
prisoners had been bound.
There was really no need of binding the wounded man, so
they let him alone.

"It is quite a snug retreat," observed our hero. "Suppose
we go up by way of the cellar under the house?"
.
"Yer can't git up that way," spoke up one of the prisoners. "Captain Dave let a big rock drop into ther hole. It
was there fur that purpose."
''I a-look anti find out," spoke up Humpy Mike, who seemed
to be delighted at the way things had turned out.
He did look and reported that it was impossible to get
up that way without prying the stone out of the hole, and
as that would be altogether too much of a task just then they
started to go by the way they got in.
It was not until that moment that they noticed that the
woman had disappeared.
She took advantage of the excitement when the rest of the
sfuugglers threw up their hands and surrendered and hastened as fast as she could through the passage to the barn.
"Dave! Dave!" she called out when halfway through it.
Her villainous husband was in the act of getting out upon
the floor of the barn when he heard her voice.
He paused.
Dave Ditwell heard her pleading cry and he could not
leave her.
"What's ther matter, Caroline?" he called out hoarsely.
"Wait! I'm comin' with yer!" was the reply.
·
"Hurry up!"
She did hurry and soon he pulled her up.
Then he cut the bonds that held her hands behind her.
The open door of the barn was right before them, so they
stepped over and passed out.
.
.
And at the very minute they stepped mto the full hght of
day a voice called out:
"Stop right where you are!"
It came from Jim Dart, who stood in front of the house,
a leveled rifle in his hands.
Jim had ventured out to see how Wild and Charlie were
making out, and he had been just in time to see the villain
and his wife emerge from the barn.
.
·
When he called for them to stop, Arietta and Hoss
Thompson and his wife came running out to see what it
meant.
.
"It's Dave Ditwell!" gasped Hoss.
Jim Dart had the man covered so neatly that there was
no chance for him to escape.
"Come here!" said Dart,
The villain started to obey. ,
.
.
,,
"Didn't yer say yer wasn t gom' ter prison, Dave ?
screamed his wife. as she followed him.
"I ain't goin', either, Caroline," was the gri1~ reply.
With the woman at his side he walked stolidly to the sp0.t
where our friends were standing.
Arietta was looking at him closely and she noticed that he
was eyeing her with a strange glitter in his eyes.
Instinctively the brave girl pulled a revolver from her
breast.
. That seemed to be the cue for the villain, for with an oath
he pulled his knife from his belt and sprang upon her!
Crack!
Arietta fired and her hand was as steady as a rock.
"I knew he meant to try and kill me," she said as the
scoundrel dropped. "I could see it in his eyes. I had to
shoot to save my life."
The woman Ca1·oline remained standing speechless for the
space of a couple of seconds after her murderous husband
fell.
Then she uttered a shriek of defiance and bounded off into
the bushes.
No one offered to follow her, and that was the last any of
our friends ever saw or heard of her.
A few minutes later Young Wild West came out with the
prisoners.
·
Then there was a general rejoicing all around.
Arietta was voted a heroine by them when they heard how
she had laid the leader of the gang low.
There is little more to add.
Young Wild West and Arietta went back to _Buckl10tn
Ranch with their friends and had a royal good time wlnle
they remained in that par t of the country.
Next week's issue wili contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
SILVER SPURS; OR, FUN AT FAIRPLAY FAIR."
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HELP ~{OUR COUNTRY!
WHAT WE 'FIGHT.
"The war was begun by the military masters of
Germany, who proved to be also the masters of
ustria-Hungary. These men have-never regarded
ations as peoples, men, women and children of
ike blood and frame as themselves, for whom govrnments existed and in whom governments had
heir life. They have regarded them merely as
erviceable organiaztions which they could by force
or intrigue bend or corrupt to their own purpose.
They have regarded the smaller States, in particular, and the peoples who could be overwhelmed by
force, as their natural tools and instruments of
domination. Their purpose has long been avowed.
"If they succeed they are safe, and Germany and
the world are undone; if they fail, Germany is saved
and the world will be at peace. If they succeed,
America will fall within the menace. We and all
the rest of the world must remain armed, as they
wil1 remain, and must make ready for the next step
in their aggression; if they fail, the world may
unite for peace, and Germany may be of the union."
. -WOODROW WILSON, President of the u. s.

is another form of slavery, and make libeTty · supreme. In no other way can the world be made
safe for democracy. It is a noble deal; it is t~e
only kind of an ideal for which a great republic
like ours, a republic of freemen, could or would
fight."-William G. McAdoo, Secretary of the
Treasury.

HOW ENGLAND SAVED
· In strong contrast to their neighbors, the French
across the English Channel, the masses of the English people a few years ago were proverbially a
spendthrift rather than a saving race. But the
great war has wrought a change.
In the year 1916 although purchasing billions of
dollars of war bonds the small savings banks depositors in England increased their deposits over sixty
million dollars.
It was patriotism that started this gTeat change
in the people of the nation. The English people
started saving their money because they saw that
it meant,saving England. But thrift and economy
begot thrift and economy. They economized and
saved for their own sake as well as for England's
sake. Not only did they save money, but they
economized in fo~d,_ in fuel,_ in dress, in luxuries.
WE MUST FINISH THE WORK.
\ More than one million English workers were pur.
.
.
" .
With th~ first rnstallme:1t _of .the ~iberty Loan I chasers, out of their savings, in the second great
completed, immensely grahfymg as_ is the esult, war loan of Great Britain, and eight million subwe must remember that the financing of a ,reat scribed to their last war loan.
war is never c?mpleted _until ~he war is finishe_d; I The ·question whether the civilian population
and we are gomg to fimsh this war to our sahs- should economize and do without certain things or
faction in order that America may not be finished. the soldiers and sailors be denied things necessary
We must stay on job and do it in true American for their effectiveness and safety was answered in
fashion. We have proved ourselves on the ~rst no uncertain or unpatriotic way by the mass~s of
test; we must be prepared for the second, the third, the English people. They did their bit in financing
their country.
'
and the fourth if need be.
Neither in ability nor in patriotism are the Ameri"This wa:c must be fought to a finish. It must be
so fought, because there is an irrepressible con- can people second to the English or the French 01
flict between two irreconcilable principles and sys- the German or any other nation. The Liberty Loan
terns of organized society that never will be settled is at once an appeal and a pride. It appeals to
until it is fought to a finish. The world can no their patriotism and their civic pride; it is an op- •
longer survive half democratic and half autocratic. portunity to save and an opportunity to serve their
One or the other must triumph. We are confronted country.
No American need fear that the results of the
to-day with an analogous situation to that which
confronted this nation in 1861, when the immortal American people's support of the Liberty Loan will
Lincoln said, 'This nation can no longer endure half fail to maintain America's traditional patriotism and
slave and half free.' We had to fight that irrecon- power. The more than four million subscribers
cilable issue to a conclusion, and we fought it to a and the more than a billion over-subscription to
We vindicated freedom in the first issue of the Liberty Loan Bonds are eloright conclusion.
America; we obliterated slavery from the free soil quent testimony of the American people's loyalty
of this great nation. That is what we have got to their Government and their willingness a.nd
to do for the entire world-destroy despotisJYJ, which ability to give it full financial support.
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STARTING AT THE·· BOTTOM
-OR-

TH£

s·oy

·WHO WON OUT

By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)

"But they don't-nor neither do you!" and she
CHAPTER XVII (Continued).
walked along and stopped in front of Joe.
Jones shrugged his shoulders.
"Will you show me some goods, young man?" she
"You're in for it," he said. "It is nothing to me;
asked.
"That young man yonder is too lazy!"
but I'm not going to pull down all the goods off my
Two
or
three of Guy's fellow salesmen, and sevshelves just to please some cranky old woman who
doesn't know what she wants even when she sees eral customers who heard the remark, laughnd, and
Guy flushed with anger and mortification.
it." .
"Oh, yes; he'll pull down every roll off the shelves
"I have never failed to find what they wanted
to
please you, lady," sneered Guy. "He doesn't know
yet," said Joe.
any
better."
"Perhaps not, but while you have been wasting
Joe's
face flushed slightly, but he pretended not
time on one cranky customer, doubtless you have
lost several good, easy ones that went away without to hear what q.uy had said, and said to his cus·
buying simply because you could not find time to tomer:
"I
shall
be
glad
to
show you any or all of the
wait on them."
goods
that
I
have
in
.
stock,"
and he began to pull
"I don't remember that we have ever been that 1
down roll after roll and displayed them in front of
busy," said Joe.
Just then an old lady came up to Guy's counter the old lady.
and asked to be shown some dress goods, and he
pulled down three or four bolts, and Joe, left to himself, pondered Guy's statements. He came to the
CHAPTER XVIII.
conclusion that there was nothing in Jones's argument.
JOE'S SUCCESS AS A SALESMAN.
"I don't believe that we are ever so busy that
people need go away without being waited on," he
Joe took great pains with the old lady, and was
decided. "And I'm going to show every customer I so C()Urteous and obliging that she took a great likget all the goods they wish to see, unless Mr. Wil- ing to him. ·
Iiams instructs me to do otherwise."
She looked at the different pieces of goods careGuy had down five pieces of goods, and the old fully, and at last told Joe to make a price, by the
lady did not ·seem to be satisfied. She fingered the · bolt, for five of the bolts.
goods while looking at the bolts still on the shelves.
Guy Jones, who heard· what the old lady said,
"There seems to be a nice piece of goods, young started and looked amazed and somewhat disconman," she said, pointing. "Hand it down, please."
certed. He had suppdsed that the old la dy would
Guy_frowned and hesitated an instant, after which buy eight or ten yards of goods, but her e she seemed
he took the roll down and tossed it in front of the to be bargaining for five whole bolts, which would
old woman impatiently.
amount to from two hundred and fifty to three hunShe looked at the goods a few minutes and seemed dred yards.
· to still be unsatisfied. Her eyes again sought the
Joe was surprised, but he did not show it. He
goods on the shelves. Presently she pointed to an- simply said:
other roll, and said:
"I will have to have the head of the department
"I think maybe I'd like that piece, young man; make the price, lady. Just wait a moment."
hand it down, if you please."
·
"Certainly, my boy."
Guy gave utterance to an impatient exclamation.
Joe stepped up to Mr. Williams, and told him
"My dear lady," he said, irritably, "I can't afford that the old lady wished a price made on the five
to tear down all the goods on the shelves just to sell bolts of dress goods.
a few yards. Surely one of these pieces that I have
"Five bolts, Joe? Very well. I will attend to it."
shown you ought to suit."
He stepped to Joe's division, and bowed to the old
The old lady eyed the young man sharply· for a lady and said :
few moments, and then she said curtly:
"You wish to purchase the five bolts, madam?"
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"Yes, sir; and I thought that you might make the
price lower if I bought the goods by the roll. I am
the superintendent of a home for homeless little
girls up in the country and need a lot of goods."
"Ah, indeed? Then I will cut the price to the
lowest notch."
He named the price per yard, and the old lady
nodded and said:
"That is satisfactory, sir. I will take the goods.
·
You will deliver them?"
"To what place'?"
"Mount Vernon."
"Oh, yes, we'll deliver the goods there."
''Very well." She opened her purse and drew
forth some money, and when Joe had figured it up,
and stated that the amount was thirty-seven dollars,
she handed him two twenty-dollar bills.
Joe made out the sales slip, called a cash girl and
sent the money to the cashier's desk, and while she
was gone, he talked to the old lady, no other customer being at hand.,
·The woman seemed greatly interested in Joe, and
when the girl came with the change, and she was
ready to go, she held out her hand.
·
"Good-by, my boy," she said. "You have trea~ed
me nicely, and so long as you stay here I shall give
you all my trade. I predict that you will climb
steadily and be successful, for you have the qualities
that command, because they deserve success."
"Thank you, ma'am," replied Joe, blushing because of the praise. "I shall be delighted to wait
on you whenever you come to the dress goods counter."
The old lady paused in front of Guy Jones, and
eyeing him a few moments, said:
"Young man, you will do well to take pattern after
my young friend yonder. Be courteous and accommodating if you wish to rise in the world and :make
a success. This is an old woman's advice, but it
is good advice, I assure you. Good-day." And she
walked on, leaving Guy Jones red and almost gasping with anger.
"Of all the impudence!" he finally exclaimed,
"Say, I didn't ask that old woman for advice, did I?"
"No," said Mr. Williams, dryly, he happening to
come up just at that moment, "but as she said, it
is good advice, and you will do well to act upon it."
Guy flushed, and it was plain that he was greatly
disconcerted. He had lost a good sale by not being
courteous and accommodating, and he "!-,ad been reproved by the old lady and reprimanded by the head
of the department. All this w.as enough to make
him feel angry and dissatisfied. And as is usually
the case, he did not blame himself for it at all, but
laid the blame at Joe's door.
He felt that he had been wronged. What right
had Joe to be pleasant and accommodating to the
old lady and sell her a big bill of goods? What
right indeed? None!
So Guy became angry at Joe, and made up his
mind that he would get even with the youth sooner
or later. That is the way he put it in his owr,
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mind-"get even"! It would have puzzled a Philadelphia lawyer to figure out anything that Joe had
done to injure Guy, but that young man could see
·it without any figuring at all.
That afternoon Mr. Williams went up to the offices
of the firm and had a talk with Mr. Wright and Mr,
Winner. He told them that Joe Barton was going
to be a success as a salesman.
"He is courteous to customers, and very obliging
and accommodating," he said; "and he is not afraid
of work. He will pull down all the goods in his
division, if necessary, in order to suit a customer."
And then he told about the old lady who had left
Guy Jones because he would not take down as many
pieces of goods as she thought he should and gone
to Joe, who had shown her every courtesy, and had
sold her a good, big bill of goods.
Mr. Wright nodded, and looked pleased.
"That is no more than I expected to hear," he
said. "I have been confident from the first that he
would be a successful business man, and I am sure
of it now."
"Yes, Joe is going to develop in to a fine business
man, I feel certain," said' Mr. Winner.
"That is my opinion," agreed Mr. Williams.
"Lend him all the assistance in your power, Mr.
Williams," said Mr. Wright. "Help him in every
way that you can, for we are deeply interested in
him and want him to advance as rapidly as possible."
"I will do my best by him."
Then Mr. Williams went back to his department.
He complimented Joe on the good sale he had
made to the old lady, and told him to keep on the
way he was doing.
"Show all the goods in your division if your customer seems to be hard to please," he said. "It
means more work, because the goods have to be
rerolled and replaced on the shelves, but it pays
for you will not lose a customer."
"I will do so, sir. I don't mind the work. I
would rather be working than standing still doing
nothing."
"That is right."
Guy Jones was sullen for several days after this,
and he was surly to his customers and would not
show more than four or five pieces of goods, with
the result that he lost several customers each day,
and Mr. Williams reprimanded him twice, adding,
the second time, that unless Guy did better he would
be discharged.
This made Jones very angry, and he was even
more surly and disobliging, and lost a number of
customers because of this.
Mr. Williams said nothing, but when Saturday
evening came, and the envelopes were passed around,
Jones got a blue one-which signifies that he was
discharged.
Within the envelope, in addition to his pay for
the week, was a brief note, stating that his services
would no longer be needed by the firm of Wright &
Winner.
(To b~ continued.)
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CURRENT .NEWS ·
Girl bathers on the beaches at Washington and
Berkeley Lake Parks, Denver, Col., have devised a
painless tattoo system for displaying the initials of
their favorite suitors, who have answered the country's call for war. On their dimpled arms they have
applied the initial cut out in court-plaster. The
action of the sun in tattooing their shapely arms
leaves the initial imprinted strikingly.
The Quartermaste r Corps has completed plans
for the construction of two central supply depots
for the army, one at Harrisburg, Pa., and the other
near Richmond, Va. The structures will cost about
$400,000 each. The depot at Harrisburg will be
upon the site of Camp Meade, which was used in
the Spanish-Amer ican War. This will be used as a
distributing point for aircraft, wireless apparatus
and lighter ordnance.
Senator Smoot, a member of the Finance Committee of the Senate, has stated that the cost to this
country of the war, in actual expenditures will reach
the stupendous fiirnre of $17,000,000,000 for the first
twelve months. The army estimates are based upon
the organization, equipment and sustenance of an
army of 2.000,000 men. This includes the regular
army, 387,000; National Guard, 400,000; National
army, 500,000; auxiliaries, 100,000, and the second
quota of drafted forces.
Camps for mountain climbers in Vermont have
to be made porcupine-pro of. as well as fireproof, for
the Canadian species of the sharp-haired rodent
(Eethizon dorsatus) strays across the border in
search of tender birch bark, and is often found rusticating in modern camps in Northern New England. It is because of the prevalence of these curi)US animal on the heights of the Green Mountains
that the camp recently established on Killington
Peak, in the town of Sherburne, and the second
highest mountain in Vermont, has been constructed
of galvanized iron.
Official information received in Washington is to
the effect that the entrance of the United States into
the war has caused great changes in the German
nlans for her submarine campaign. After furnishing Austria with a sufficient number of submarines
for that nation's needs, Germany has withdrawn
mtirely from the Mediterranean and is concentrat:ng every effort upon the one object of stopping
British, French and American troops and supµly
ships in the Atlantic or North Sea. A diminished
number of submarines, of German build, but manned
entirely by Austrians, are in service in the Adriatic and Mediterranean . but their offensive opera-

tions have been greatly curtailed. Italy maintai1:s
large fleets of submarine chasers and holds t~is
weapon to be only inf~rior to destroyers and airplanes in combating submarines.
Vast amounts of North American capital have
engaged in the meat trade for many years, and it is
significant that most of these great financial firms
and groups have now obtained a strong hold on the
industry in Argentina, and it is further significant
that similarly they are at work in organizing new
factories and breeding establishment s in Brazil and
Uruguay, while intelligently inquiring into the pastoral resources of Venezuela and Central America.
In Brazil as an instance of this, it is stated that
the Arm;ur Packing Company has just established
a plant at Santa Anna do Livramento, 111 the State
of Rio Grande do Sul, the erection of which is now
proceeding. They are also establishing a factory
in the neighborhood of Sao Paulo. It is said that
both these establishment s will be very substantially
built and equipped on the most modern lines, provision being made for the considerable future development which Armour's anticipates with confidence. The capital investment involved by these
two enterprises is over one mi11ion sterling. Thus
it may be assumed that the cute Yanlcee cattle expert foresees an early transfer of his business to
the South American sphere.
A huge raft of Oregon'. pine logs, 600 feet long
and 52 feet wide, was towed 1,000 miles from an
interior point on the Columbia river in Or egon, via
the Pacific Ocean, to San Diego, Cal., where it is
converted into lumber for the use 0£ the United
States Army and for shipbuilding pur po,es. The
lumber is distributed throughout the Southwest.
These rafts are floated down the Pacific during the
months of July, August and .September , when the
ocean is as placid as a mill pond. E ach raft contains from four million to six million feet of lumber; the logs are from 80 to 100 feet in length and
measure as much as four feet in diameter. The
raft draws 24 feet of water and stands 12 reet above
the surface. It is held together by 64 chains of
tested steel links, which are wrapped round its circumference. Longitudinall y it contains an immense
chain of links, measuring 2 1-4 miles. The latter
is the tow chain by which the enormous raft, as
long as three city blocks, is dragged through the
ocean to its destination, by a sturdy but insignificant ocean-going tug. Over 200 tons of iron are
used in the chains that hold these rafts together.
Lumber is in great demand and the supply has to be
unusually large. The West is perhaps the greatest
lumber field in the United States,
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GOING IT BLIND
OR

UN DER SEALED ORDERS
By "PAWNEE JACK' 1
(A SERIAL STORY )
~
"I am not only a. prisoner like yourselves, but I am
CHAPT ER X (Continu ed).
d to die at eight to-morro w."
sentence
"But I have not harmed you, nor am I going to
don't mean it!" the two exclaime d in unison
"You
'
try to do so. Why should you put me to death!" and with an intonati on of horror in their voices.
"Only those whose people can afford to pay ransom
do."
"I
ever leave the hands of Raisuli alive!" in a cold,
"Raisuli himself said that you are to die?" queried
hard voice.
Perdicar is.
"But I was ship-wre cked and did not come here
"He did."
of my own free will. You should make allowanc es
"Then, young man, I must say that I pity you!
for that and let me go free."
old villain will stop at nothing. You had bette:t
'l'hat
"You die at eight to-morr ow!" coldly. Then he tell him that your paper will pay a liberal amount
said somethi ng to those who had brought the youth for your release."
there, and a couple of them took Charlie by the arms
Charlie set his teeth and shook his he~J.
and conduct ed him into a great cavern and back
won't let my editor-in -chief know that I have
"I
along a winding passage to a heav,y oaken door. made such an ignomin ious failure/ ' he said. "I'll
This they opened and thrust Charlie through the hold out, and, perhaps , I may be able to escape."
opening and closed the door again.
The two shook their heads and looked doubtful.
Charlie stood there, looking around him. It w2 ·
"We have been here a month," said Perdicar is,
not very light, but he could make out a couple of "and we know m.ore about Raisuli than you do. He
hu,nan forms over at the further ·side of the room will not give you any chance to escape."
'
which was perhaps forty feet square.
"Well," said Charlie, grimly, "I'd rather die than
He walked across the cavern, and paused in front !o have to go_ back to New York and have the boys
of the two, who were white men, and who were m the office give me the laugh for having made such
gazing at Charlie wonderi ngly and somewh at a mess of the assignm ent that was given me by the
eagerly.
editor-in -chief."
"Who are you ?" the elder of the two men asked.
The older man shook his head.
He was a man of fifty, seemingly, with gray hair
"Life is valuable ," he said; "especia lly to a young
and beard and a kindly face. The other man was man like yourself . Don't let false pride stand beyounger .
tween you and safety."
Charlie was confident that he knew who they were
"Oh, I don't want to die if I can help it " said
'
and his heart was thrilled when he thought that h~ Charlie.
was in the presence of the men he had come so far
"That is right. Tell Raisuli that you are an im'
to try to rescue.
portant man in America , and that if he puts you to
you,
"And
replied.
he
Ford,"
Charlie
is
"My name
death he will be hunted down and put to death himI suppose, are Mr. Ion Perdica ris and Mr. Cromwe ll self."
I
Varley."
"I can tell him that," nodded C,harlie, "but will it
"Yes, you are right, my young friend," replied have any effect?"
"It may cause him to delay putting you to death
Perdicar is. "Are you an America n?"
and in the interim you may succeed in escaping ."
"Yes, sir."
States
United
the
of
part
What
so.
Th~ three were given food presentl y, and they ate
"I thought
heartily .. Then they talked till they became sleepy,
are you from?"
after which they lay down on the skins that were
"New York."
far
so
here,
are
you
that
provide~ them for beds and went to sleep.
"How does it happen
Cliarhe was so utterly exhauste d that, in spite of
home?"
from
sentence of death that was hanging over him, he
and
the
story,
whole
the
them
C~arlie decide~ to _tell
slept through the night soundly.
he did so, they hstemng with interest.
be
Food was brought to the three prisoner s next
"But, now, I'm afraid that I am not going to
on.
, and they ate wtih a very good appetite .
conclusi
morning
in
said
he
.as successf ul as I had hoped."
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Then they talke half an hour, at which time there Raisuli, and Charlie realized that he was commandcame an interruption. Two of the outlaws entered ing to deliver the stroke.
The youth's blood ran cold in his veins. For an
the room and took Charlie by the arms and pulled
instant he was rigid with horror.
him toward the opening leading to the passage.
He was utterly incapable of making a move!
He drew back, and looked at his two campanions
1
sorrowfully.
look
his
in misery. They returned
"It is useless to offer resistance," said Perdicaris.
"You had better go quietly along with them, but be
CRATER XI.
s:1re and tell Raisuli what I told you to tell him."
Varley.
said
death,"
to
"Yes', don't let them put you
A ·TERRIBLE SITUATION.
"I'll bear your advice in mind," said Charlie; "but
if I should not see you again, good-by."
Then suddenly the command of his faculties came
"Good-by/' in unison.
to Charlie Ford.
back
outlaws
Riffian
two
the
Charlie went along with
He realized that he had not a moment to spare,
quietly now, and was soon in the presence of Raisuli.
The robber chief looked even more savage, Charlie and exercising all his strength, he suddenly jerked
thought, than when he first saw him, and his heart loose from the two ruffians who had hold of his
arms, pulled his hair loose from the hold of the
sank.
third scoundrel and leaped to his feet and bounded
"No mercy there," was his thought.
And he was right, for Raisuli waved his hand, away.
As Charlie's head came away from the block,
without a word to the prisoner, and Charlie was concame the headsman's sword with a swishing
down
block
large
a
where
to
and
cavern,
the
of
out
ducted
of wood stood on end and about two feet high. As sound, and was imbedded an inch in the wood.
Wild yells went up from the lips of the outlaws
he drew near the block, Charlie noted that it had
they witnessed Charlie's act. ,
as
1l,
of
blade
the
by
made
cuts in the top, like those
Raisuli yelled out something in the Riffian dialect,
sword, and there was blood there also-dry blood.
Suddenly it came to Charlie what this meant, and and the brigands s:orang to seize Charlie.
There was only one way open to the youth, and
his heart stood still with horror for a few moments.
was in the direction of the edge of the precipice.
that
propmore
,
This was a rude, primitive guillotine-or
Toward it he leaped, unhesitating, and they chased
erly speaking, a beheading-block
And it had been used on more than one occasion, him.
A plunge over the precipice was far preferable
this was evident.
having his head cut off.
to
for
that
No wonder Charlie's heart grew sick and
outlaws noted the youth's action, and knew
The
he
if
as
felt
he
and
spun
head
his
moments
a few
he intended leaping over.
·
was about to fall.
They tried to get hold of him before he could put
The two outlaws pressed him to his knees uncereplan into execution, but they failed.
his
further
for
chief
their
moniously, and looked toward
was too quick for them.
He
orders.
Reaching the edge of the precipice, he plunged
He made a gesture, and a tall, fierce-looking rufflan with a short, ugly-looking sword in his hand, over.
Down he shot, straight toward the thick, bushy
stepped forward and · stationed himself beside the
of a tree.
top
block.
A regular chorus of screams of rage and exciteCharlie looked at him and shuddered. This was
ment from the lips of the outlaws followed him.
undoubtedly the official executioner!
He struck in the midst of the treetop and sank
situation,
Charlie, even though horrified by his
through the thick foliage.
down
quick
his
apd
alert,
the
on
and
wa~ yet wide awake
As his arms were bound, he could not catch hold
eyes took in his surroundings. Near by, perhaps
ten feet from where the block stood, was the brink of limbs to stay his fall, and so he went sliding and
of a precipice. It was not a very high one, Charlie bounding on down through the treetop, to alight,
was sure, for he could see the tops of trees above finally, on the ground at the foot of the tree.
As good luck would have it, he struck on his feet,
it. He made up his mind that if he could succeed
went down onto his knees and then to his face.
but
risk
in reaching the edge of the precipice; he would
scratched and badly broken up by the fall,
was
(He
It
trees.
the
of
branches
the
upon
a leap down
·
could not mean more than death, and it would be and for a little while was unconscious.
crack!
crack!
crack!
the
sounded
suddenly
Then
a ·death less horrible than to have his head cut off
of rifles.
by that villainous-looking Riffian outlaw.
The outlaws were determined to make an end of
Raisuli made a gesture and said something in
the native tongue, and the two outlaws who had their prisoner, if, possible.
A number of bullets struck in Charlie's vicinity.
hold of Charlie suddenly pressed his face do~n on
One even cut through his coat-sleeve, but he was
side
other
the
to
leaped
ruffian
the block. . Another
not wounded.
and seized the youth by the hair.
(To be continued.)
A loud, sharp command came from the lips of
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NEWS OF THE DAY
FINGERPRINTS 1,000 YEARS AGO.
According to B. Laufer of the Feld Museum, Chicago, the taking of fingerprints as a means of identihcation was used by the Chinese and Japanese
at least a thousand years ago. Writing in Science
to controvert Sir William
Herschel's claim to the
credit for the invention, he quotes Rashid-eddin,
the famous Persian historian, who described in 1303
t~e then ancient Chinese custoni; Soleiman, an Arabian merchant, who wrote in A. D. 851 that in
China creditors' bills were marked by the debtor
with his fingells; and three contracts dated A. D.
782 and 786, both finger marked and bearing a note
to the effect that the parties thereto had affixed the
impressions of their fingers.

the present war says: "Happily the military authorities have not been misled by the results achieved
by the big guns, the bombs, and the various missilethrowing trench weapons into imagining that the
infantry soldier has ceased, or was likely to cease,
to be primarily a rifleman, and the good work which
was initiated before the war at Hythe and .at Eisley, and at regimental rifle meetings, has been continued and expanded at the many musketry schools
which have been established behind the front in
F1iance, where selected officers and men of our forces
have been taught all that was to be got out of the
service weapon. The result has been shown in thE
account we hear ·of the wonde1:sf ul rifle practisE
made by our troops in the fightf.1g around Bulle.court, reminding us of the stories that used to
reach us during the retreat from Mons of how GerBOY OF 14 FIGHTS BULL.
man mass attacks withered up under the fire of our
. Spain, land of toreadors, should hear of Albert infantry of the old army."
Hosmer, fourteen, of Parkman, Ohio.
As a bull fighter Hosmer has just made a record,
FEEDING STARVING DEER.
without weapons.
A bull owned by the boy's father charged Albert
The deep snow on the divides between the rivers
as he sought to feed the animal an apple. He of Idaho sometimes attain to the height of thirteen
grasped the bell ring of the maddened animal and or fourteen feet on top of the divides, thus driving
leaped squarely on the bull's back. Roaring and all game, and especially the deer, to the lower resnorting, the bull ran wildly around the lot. Then gions, causing them to trample the snow in certain
the animal stopped suddenly, and Albert was hurled paths, or in places where these deer can obtain moss,
to the ground.
grass or the branches of trees. During the winter
Albert ran his fingers into the bull's nostrils and and spring just passed the snow was e.;<:tremely deep,
gripped tight. The bull fell to its knees. The boy and as it attained a greater depth the innocent anilet go, dashed to the fence and was on the other mals were compelled to come nearer and nearer the
side before the bull charged.
rivers and civilization.
It so happened that a rich savYmill man who had
befriended them, fed a few of them some hay, ,vrites
NOVEL BALL PARK CPENING.
A huge plaster of Paris baseball, filled with spark- John Chambers in Our Dumb Animals. Word seemed
ling liquid, took the place of a bottle of champagne, to spread among them that here was prntection and
and a model of an ocean liner served in place of a feed. A rancher, in cutting some wood, observed
real boat, in a most unusual christening which some deer within a few rnds of him eating the
marked the recent opening of a ball park, laid out boughs and buds of the tree on which he was workfor teams representing large shipbuilding firms at ing. On trying to scare one he observed that it
Seattle, says the August Popular Mechanics Maga- was in a starved condition. He allowed it to eat
zine. The ball park was placed on the home plate with his cattle, but as others came he was obliged
and the ship concealed behind a flag on top of the to protect his stock by giving them the hay he had
grandstand. When the flag was unfurled, reveal- harvested for them. However, he aroused the syming the ship, the latter was released from its sup- pathy of the townspeople of St. Maries and soon
port and began to slide down a wire which extended loads of alfalfa were being sent to relieve the deer
to the home plate. As the ship neared the ground from starvation. Men wer~ posted to keep the dogs
it struck the big ball and broke it, spilling its con- and marauders from killing and disturbing them.
tents on the diamond, which was thereupon turned In a district containing about twenty-four to thirty
over to the players representing the shipbuilding square miles, it was estimated that there were from
two hundred to three hundred deer. As the game
concern.
is fast disappearing in this country this is written
in hopes that some Eastern lawmakers may have the
THE VALUE OF RIFLE SHOOTING.
true light and, if the time ever comes that they may
The Army and Navy Gazette of London, com- assist in protecting game, they will do so without a
menting on the great value of good rifle shooting in feeling of fear from the Western people,

J:
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When in 1842 the United States troops finally
came off victorious in their bloody seven-years' war
with the Seminoles, a portion of the tribe eluded
capture and fled to the fastnesses of. the Fiorida
"Did you have a good time at the Sunday school
everglades, where they remained until the trouble picnic, Jimmie?" "Betcher life I did. I fell in the
had been partly forgotten by the whites. It is this lemonade barrel, and after that nobody wanted to
remnant of the Seminole nation whose members now drink any except me."
act as venders of souvenirs at Palm Beach.
"Laziness is the beginning of trouble," remarked
In St. Moritz, six thousand feet up among the Bill's wife. "Yes," replied Bill. "I know that from
Alps, everybody wears a sweater. Skating, ski-ing, experience. I used to loaf around your father's
coasting, if you are not clad in a white sweater your house before I married you."
dress is incorrect. The prettiest, quaintest thing
there is the way all the dogs wear sweaters, too. A
"Ah, Madoline !" exclaimed the ardent swain,
sweater is just the thing for a dog. Fitting tight, "your resplendent beauty sets my brain on fire!"
leaving the legs free, outlining the graceful body, "Never mind, Mr. Softleigh," said the fair one,
it is at once comfortable and becoming. And in St. soothingly, "I am sure it won't be much of a conMorit all the dogs wear sweaters. Bulldogs, dachs- flagration."
hunds, collies, fox terriers, each capers about in the
snow in a white sweater.
Mother-What's the little boy next door crying
about? Tommie-Oh, he got hurt. Mother-He
Something unique in the way of animal kindness, did, did he? You know I told you I'd punish you if
which also will net profits to the owner, has been you ever raised ·a hand to him. Tommie-Well, I
discovered, north of Pierre, S. D., at the Pitlick didn't raise a hand to him, mother, I raised a foot.
ranch. An old mother cat has very charitably
The man and wife whose frequent quarrels had
"adopted" and is raising a litter of skunks, and this
gave the boys an idea, with the result that they become a neighborhood scandal v,,ere severely reprisearch for the baby skunks, and bring them to the manded by the priest. "Why,'' said the priest, "the
old kitty to raise, and she seems not to think them cat and dog that you have agree better than that,"
at all strange, but · gives them every attention she "l\1ay be,'' said Patrick, "but just tie them together'
would kittens of her own. The young skunks will and see what happens."
be raised for their pelts, which bring a good price
The newly-elected mayor of a small town was fond
on the market.
of show, so he did his best to be inducted into office
With Norway building 3,000-ton ships of rein- in weather favorable to gay processions. At his sugforced concrete, the proposal recently made to build gestion _this notice was put into the local papers
ships of cast steel demands more than an ironical three days before his installation: "On the occasion
rejection. Recent improvements in metallurgy have of the installation of the new mayor the fire brigade
left their mark upon the manufacture of cast steel, will be reviewed in the afternoon if it rains in the
which to-day, because of its increased toughness morning and in the morning if it rains in the afterand higher tensile strenrlh. is bein.2" used for many noon."
I

I

purposes for which a few decades ago it would have
been considered an impossible material. We do not
say that the thing can be done; but the study of
the problem which is now being made is decidedly
of inferest. It is proposed to build the ships in
sections and to weld the sections together electri....
cally. Each section, whether for the bottom or the
siqes, would be cast with such ribs and other stiffening members as would be necessary. The sections
are to be eight or ten feet in length, measured on
the longitudinal axis of the ship. It is proposed to
have on such section for the bottom and two others
for the sides, a fourth section forming the deck
frame-work. The designer believes that by the
use of manganese supplied through the soldering
the resulting electrically-welded joint would have
125 per cent. of the strength of the casting itself.
It is also proposed to erect blast furnaces and openhearth furnaces at- the shipyards, and it is estimated that more tonnage could be turned out per
month than by the ordinary methods.
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the cashier's desk, paid his bill, called for and received the little sealed package, and started for his
1·oom again.
It was the last time the po6r fell ow was ever seen
By Horace Appleton
alive, for an hour later some one entering his room
Rodney Ransom, at the age of twenty-sev en, had found him stretched upon the floor lifeless.
Word was immediatel y sent to the Central Office,
left his home suddenly, and for twenty long years
the chief started me off for the spot at once.
and
him.
of
aught
none of his friends or relatives heard
I went to the hotel and was shown to the room.
One day in early summer a bronzed, weatherthe body, and found he had died from a
examined
I
beaten man descended the gangplank of a European
with a loaded cane, and evidently
inflicted
wound
the
to
steamer, and engaging a hackman was driven
person.
left-handed
a
by
wielded
- - Hotel.
I came into contact with the murdered man':
As the cab was whirled along the street, the intc
mate kept glancing out of the windows on either brother, who, hearing of his murder, hastened
hotel.
the
he
street
side, and as he passed through a certain
From him I learned of the visit the night before
muttered:
"How many-man y changes have taken place. and that his brother had incidentally spoken of i;
oj
Well, twenty years is a long while. That length small packn.ge which contained many thousands
diamonds.
of
worth
dollars'
after
now,
penniless;
of time ago I was poor, almost
I searched for this package, and found it missing.
a long residence in China, I am back rich almost
I next visited the clerk, and learned that Mr.
as a king."
had paid his bill and received his package
Ransom
destiits
The cab sped along, and finally reached
before his dead body was found.
hour
an
not
nation.
I inquired of the clerk if any one had been around
The man alighted, paid the driver his fee, and
entered the hotel, in whose books he registered him- when he called for it.
At first the clerk could not remember of the
self as-Rodney Ransom.
of any one, and I began to de_spair; but
presence
your
.in
left
is
that
all
for
"You are responsible
finally it occurred to him that a Cuban, by the name
charge ?" he inquired of the clerk.
of Gomez, had been standing not far from the desk
"Yes."
at the time·; and he fm·ther recollected that Gomez
you
trust
will
1
which
"Well, here is a package
suddenly disappeared , and he had not seen him
had.
the
in
quarters
safer
to
it
remove
can
I
until
with
since.
morning."
I determined to hunt this Gomez up, and started
"Very well, sir," said the clerk, placing the packwith that intention.
out
safe.
hotel
big
the
in
sealed,
age, which was closely
I finally fcund him in a resort much frequenteci
"Would you like to go to your room?"
by persons of his nationality.
"Yes."
Pretending tv be very drunk, I staggered up to
A hallboy was called, who conducted Mr. Ransom
to his room, whither his trunk had already· been the bar and called every one in the room up to have
a drink with me.
carried.
Narrow1y did I watch the way Gomez used his
his
consulted
he
dressing,
and
After washing
massive gold watch, and found that it was near hands.
He called for whisky, and I was terribly disapsix o'clock, which determined him to wait for dinto see him raise the decanter with his right
pointed
ner before going out.
and
directory,
hand.
city
a
for
sent
he
waiting
While
I ordered cigars for the party.
after poring over it a while, he took out pencil and
selecting one Gomez again used his left hand ..
In
paper and jotted down an address.
toward him, and with my apparently
staggered
I
Dinner over, he engaged a cabman and was driven
observant eyes, scanned every line
really
but
heavy,
his
found
to the address he had jotted down, and
expectation s realized, when he found himself in con- of his body.
An unusual protrusion of one of his pockets attact with his own brother, who since his departure
my attention, and I staggered against him,
tracted
had married and had a family now gather about
' at the same time placing my hand, as if by accihim.
spot.
After a long and pleasant stay Rodney Ransom dent, on the suspicious
it was a small package.
knew
I
shape
its
From
arose to go.
my man, and throwdiscovered
had
I
sure
was
I
"Won't you remain all night?" .asked his brother.
s, I clapped my hand
drunkennes
assumed
my
off
ing
hotel."
the
to
"No; I must go back
my prisoner.
him
declared
Soon after reaching the hotel he retired and slept on his shoulder and
excitement.
was
all
instant
an
In
soundly until he was roused by a rapping at his
As for Gomez, he turned deathly pale, then broke
door.
in loud protestation s, and endeavored to break
out
to
way
his
made
and
toilet,
He arose, made his
loose.
the dining-room .
In this he was seconded by his friends, and some
~fter he had finished his breakfast, he went to
THE LEFT-HAN DED ASSASSIN .
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one of them struck me a heavy blow on the head
that stretched me on the floor in a partial state of
insensibility.
When I had recovered, Gomez was not to be seen;
1
he had fled.
I scoured the city for him, but could find naught
of him.
In examining the books of a Havana steamer several .days later, I found evidence, that despite the
precautions I had taken, Gomez had taken passage
in her.
I related the circumstances to the chief, and he
left the case entirely in my hands.
After a talk with the brother of the murdered
man, who offered me a very liberal reward in case
I could bring the murderer to justice, I determined
to pursue Gomez.to Cuba, and trust to luck to bring
him back with me.
Arrived at that place, I was busy but several days
when I discovered a clue to the whereabouts of
Gomez.
He was making his home with a certain testy old
planter named De Laryo, about whom many dark
things were almost if not quite openly stated.
Feeling sure of my disguise being such as could
not be penetrated by Gomez, I made my way toward
the De Laryo mansion, before reaching which, however, I was stopped by the overseer, who inquired
what I wanted.
To his query I replied that I was a poor wanderer
far from home, without money and without friends,
and begged that he would give me food and shelter
and something to do.
Being short of hands he acceded to my request,
and I was put to work in the fields among a lot of
well fed but brutally treated and almost naked
negroes.
Being sent to the house one day, my flesh fairly
crept as I saw a kennel of fierce-looking bloodhounds, of which I had heard the negroes speak.
I had been in the employ of De Laryo ten days,
when I determined to make an attempt to carry
off my prey.
I had learned the situation of Gomez' room; it
vms in the back part of the house, which I revarded as a particularly fortunate circumstance, as
the huge bloodhounds were tethered in the front of
the mansion.
I reached the window of Gomez' room and found
it open; I peered in, but could see nothing, as all
was darkness of the most intense character.
I listened long enough to satisfy myself that
f'nm07 was sleeping, and then crawled cautiously
into the room.
1 chloroformed the villain.
His clothes were beside the bed.
I examined them, but could find nothing in them
that I cared for . I next felt beneath his pillow, and
to my joy my hand came in contact with a small,
·
square package.
This I secured, and then lifting the slight' form
of the unconscious man. I made my way to the win-

dow; I laid him across the sill while I got outside,
then drew him after me, got him upon my shoulders,
and making a wide detour started for the shore,
where I had hopes of finding a rowboat or some
other small craft wherewith to convey my prisoner
away from his friends.
About a quarter of the distance to the shore had
been gone over, when I suddenly was confronted by
the overseer, who demanded with an oath who and
what I was.
I replied as best I could, and he not having discovered that I carried anything, I dropped Gomez to
the ground behind me. I intended to do it gently,
but failed, in so far that the unconscious man gave
a deep groan.
With his suspicions excited, the overseer advanced. and finally, as he passed me, his foot struck
the body.
Quick as a flash I sprang upon him, knocked the
revolver from his grasp and brought down the
butt-end of my own so forcibly upon his head that
he sank to the earth unconscious.
Knowing that time was precious, I drew Gomez
again upon my back, and started onward.
I had gone the greater portion of the distance
from the mansion to the shore, when a sound broke
upon my ear that seemed to freeze the very blood
in my veins.
They had loosed the hellish bloodhounds.
Resolved not to give up my captive, I seized him,
and endowed with this new strength, started on a
run despite the heavy burden I carried, toward the
sho~e, on which even now I could hear the playing
of the waves.
A few moments more and I entered the water,
waded out to a little vessel, tumbled my prisoner
into it, then climbed in myself.
Quickly I fastened the halliards and sprang to the
tiller.
The sails fi'll, and the little vessel beg-ins drawing
away from the spot.
I tie the tiller, and am about to go forward to
hoist the mainsail, when exhausted nature gives
way, and I sjnk down unconscious.
When I came to myself, daylight pad da,vned, and
carried onward by a stiff breeze, Cuba was but a
low, black line on our horizon.
·Gomez had not yet recovered consciousness, and
taking time by the forelock, I bound him securely.
I had no compass, but thought I could strike Key
West, and kept the p1·ow of my craft in what I
thought, and which proved to be, the proper direc·
tion.
I will pass over the tedious details of my sail
to Key West and of my return to New York from
there with my prisoner.
It is sufficient, I think, when I state that the package contained the diamonds which had been stolen
from the murdered man; that the murder was most
conclusively fixed upon Gomez, who acknowledged it
before his death, which took place beneath the
P.hadow of a gallows scarce a year later.
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FACTS. WORT H READING
A POUND OF HONEY.
When you eat a spoonful of honey, you have very
ittle idea as to the amount of work and travel nece~ary to produce it. To make a pound of honey bees
must take the nectar from 62,000 clover blossoms,
and to do this requires 2,750,000 visits to the blosoms by the bees.
In other words, in order to collect enough nectar
to make one pound of honey, a bee must go from
ive to flower and back again 2,750,000 times. Then,
when you think how far these bees sometimes fly in
search of these clover fields, often one or two miles
distant from the hive, you will begin to get a small
idea of the number of miles one of the industrious
little creatures must travel in order that you may
have a pound of honey.

Ignorant people have come to regard it as an
abode of some god. Hundreds of men, women and
children visit it ·daily and offer pujahs near it. It
is even stated that many persons have been cured
·
by offering pujah.
Sir Jagadish Nunder Bose, the renowned botanist,
sent some of his assistants, with a self-recording
apparatus specially constructed .for the purpose, to
discover the cause of the phenomenon. It has been
found by dynamometric measurements that "the internal forces, whose periodic fluctuc1tion causes this
remarkable movement, are very great, the pull necessary to bring the tree down to its position of prostration exceeding several hundredweigh ts."
Notwithstand ing the thoroughly scientific explanation that this phenomenon is entirely natural, the
owner of the tree is still making a good income from
the pujah offerings of pilgrims.

MAROONED TWO YEARS ON ISLE.
The Navy Department has made public the report
of the Ar:ierican warship commander who rescued
from Clippertown Island, in the Pacific, some time
ago, three women and eight children who were the
last remnants of a party of Mexic;ans who went to
the island with Captain R 0mon De Arnaud of the
Mexican army to develop its guano deposits.
For military reasons the names of the American
vessel and its commander were not made public.
The commander's report shows that the women and
children who were rescued had barely escaped starvation, while Captain Pe Arnaud lost his life at
sea in the small boat in which he started out foi·
help, and that other members of the party died. of
starvation and scurvy.
It was not until after the number of women and
children left alive on the island had been reduced
to the limits of the small supply of cocoanuts that
the ravages of scurvy ceased. For more than two
years these survivors were forced to subsist on the
flesh and eggs of gannets and gulls, and occasionally
fish.
The officers and crew of the warship raised a
fund of $200 for the relief of the refugees, who have
been landed at a Mexican port.

OUR PATRIOTIC REBELS.
"During the first week in June the veterans who
fought on the side of the SotJ.th in the Civil War
held their annual encampment in the city of Washington. ·'r'b.is was the first time that the veterans
of the Confederacy have come together in our capital city, which they tried so long and so hard to cap-·
ture, and it was a remarkable and inspiring event.
About 10,000 men wearing the gray, escorted by
several thousand who wore the blue, marched along
Pennsylvania avenue and were reviewed by the
President," writes S. E. Forman in St. Nicholas.
"In the line were many young soldiers now serving
in .the regular army, grandsons of those who fought
for the Confederacy and of those who fought for the
Union. The Stars and Bars of the Confederacy were
proudly borne at the head of the procession. but by
the side of the flags of the South waved the Stars
and Stripes, the flag of a united country. As these
flags were dipped in salute when passing the President, the banners fell together in a loving and
friendly way. As the long line passed the reviewing-stand the old men in gray offered their services
in the present war. 'We will go to France or anywhere you want to send us!' they -shouted to the
President. 'Call on us if the boys can't do it!' was
STRANGE TREE BOWS ITS HEAD AT NIGHT. a cry that was frequently heard. The spirit maniFrom Simla, India, S. B. Banerjea sends the fol- fested by the veterans while in Washington showed
plainly enough that there is no longer any bitterlowing to this magazine:
the
ness in their hearts. 'We fought for four years to
over
excited
is
Bengal
in
public
The educated
discovery of a palm tree which is exhibiting certnin take this town,' said one of the old men, 'but now
I thank God we did not get it.' Thus in many ways
remarkable phenomena.
proof was given that the very men who fought
inhaban
by
This tree is on a plot of land owned
against the Union in the Civil War are to-d~y its
erect,
Jtands
it
morning
the
In
itant of Faridpur.
with its leaves outspread; but after sunset it bows strongest supporters. 'We are all Americans now,'
its head, the leaves touching the ground, as if pros- was the deeply cherished sentiment of every grayclad veteran that attended this memorable reunion."
trating. This is witnessed every day.
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ARTICLES OF ALJJ KINDS
ACTIVE AT AGE OF 107.
The oldest resident in the State of California lives
in Broderick. He is Washington Jackson Brinson,
and he resides at 510 G street. Brinson is 107
years old. He is a negro.
If his present state of health is any criterion
Brinson will live several more years. He is as
agile as a man half his yearn, and cc.n do a day's
work without suffering from the after effects. He
attributes his good health to clean living.
The aged man has a vivid recollection of early
history of the South, and has a fund of interesting
stories about historical incidents.

and tax was paid on $4,000,000. Mrs. Stewart died
soon afterward in North Carolina. She intrusted,
in addition to the $4,000,000, currency totalling
$690,000 to Leander H. Lachance, her nephew. He
brought it to Chicago and tax was assessed upon it.
He is guardian of the children . .

DOG WITH RAILROAD PASS.
There is a dog named Roxie, and on his collar is
a brass tablet setting forth that he is an employe of
the Long Island Railroad, and instructing all the
railway men to let him travel on the trains. This
pass was given to the bull terrier by order of the
president of the company. One day he s:;i,w a guard
LOST 121 POUNDS IN FEW WEEKS.
trying to kick Roxie out of his private car . . When
the president a sked what was the cause of the
pounds
316
weighed
Dr. I. H. Magill of Seneca,
when he went on his vacation a few weeks ago. trouble between the dog and the guard, he was told
of the animal's fondness for traveling on the trains,
When he returned he weighed 195 pounds.
"The doctors told me I never would be able to and that he could not be kept out of them. The
get down to two hundred pounds," he said, "but I president's interest being aroused in the dog he was
fooled them. It took persistent exercise. While I ;11ade welcome by him to his private car, and the
was in Texas I started walking a mile a day. That pass was issued to prevent any more interference
was all I could stand at first. But by the time I had with Roxie's traveling.
finished ·my visit in San Diego I was walking I For fifteen years, according to the American Boy,
eighteen mi:2s a day without becoming in the least Roxie ·has spent all his time in railway traveling,
day and night. Curiously enough, he ne-;m: makes
exhausted."
a return journey from a termi.rns with the same
After he h~s s;pent a littl~ ti1:,e w_it~ one ~f
1 t~ain.
GROUNDHOG IS BACK HOME.
Hezzie Sisk of Dalton, Ky., is the owner of' a his favored acquam!ances_, he vnll take 1_t mto l11s
groundhog that is now old enough to retire to pri- : head to _meet a ~e:r:tam tram. As. s?on as it stop~ at
vate life. About twenty years ago Mr. Sisk's son I the station Roxie Jumps on th~ ham a:1d curls himSam found a young groundhog pig, took it home self up on ~ vacant seat, or, if there i~ none t~ be
and that fall it hibernated. It came out next spring had,. he qu~etly_ dozes on the floor until he arrives
at ~1s ~estmat10n. T~e moment the name of the
and soon was missing.
Sight had been lost of the animal, but about two station ·1s called ?~the Jumps up ~nd ~alrns for the
months ago the same hog turned up again and went d_oor. After a_ VISit of what h~ thmks is the proper
to the same quarters where it was reared, and is time, he ~ets 111to an?ther tram and goes to to anstill with the family. Mr. Sisk says there is 110 o_ther stat10n. ~ometimes he goe~ farthe: alo:1g t~e
doubt that it is the very same groundhog that stray- Im~, and sometimes h_e returns 111 the direction_ 111
ed off from home a number of years ago. It is which he cam_e. R?xie has been_ at e·1ery station
gentle and seems to have made up its mind to die along th2 entire railway man~ times; but, he ~s
never been known to go the entire length of the hne
among its former friends.
in one journey.
He enters the president's private car with the utGET $2,050,000 WINDFALL.
most assurance that he is welcome there, or, indeed,
Two million and fifty thousand dollars, distributed wherever an official of the railway is to be found.
in si~ Chicago banks, most of it in bills of large He does not care very much for mixing with the
denominations, have been added to the fortune of passengers. Very few of them have even been able
the late John K. Stewart, manufacturer of auto- to make friends with him. He seldom barks, and he
avoids trouble of every kind. He has a will of his
mobile accessories.
Existence of this money was unknown to the own, and is not slow in showing it. Nothing inheirs, daughters, five and fifteen years old, respec- duces him to leave a train until he arrives at the
tively, or their guardians until revealed in the Pro- station he desires. Many persons have tried to win
bate Court. The inheritance tax on the additional his friendship with eata:bles, but fr.iled. He can get
all he wants to eat and drink at any town on the
treasure amounts to $43,000.
Mr. Stewart's estate was probated in June, 1916, railway system.
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AUTOMATIO COPYING PENCIL.
The , Importance of
--.
~

i4

!5

carrying a good reliable pencil nt!ed not

be dwelt' u;;,on here.

GOLD PLATED COi\IBINATJON SET.
G?ld plated combination set. with turqno1se stone, Price 10c. each by mall, postpaid.
H. l,', LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

It ta an ab110Iute necessity with us all.
pencil la beautifully

STAn

holder ot this
lckeled with grooved box-wood ha:ndle, glv•

ng a firm grip in writing; the pencil auto•

'I'l1e puzzle Is to •eparate
the one star from the
l!nked stRr and crescent
without nslni,: force. Price,
10 cents: 3 for 25 cents, by
mall, postpaid.
WOLFI•' Nov~lty Co.,
168 W. 23,l St., N. Y.

atlcally supplies the lead as needed whll•

box of these long leads are given with each

encl!.

The writing or this pencil Is Indelible

he same as ink. and thus can be used in
riting letters, addre111aing envelopes, etc.
111s ot ac count or invoices made out with
his pencJI can be copied the en.me as if copy ..
ng ink was used. It Is the handle•t pencil
n the market: you do net re·--1uire :_. knite
o keep it sharp; it ts eve r ready, ever safe,

d just the thing to carry.
Price of pencil, wlr,b box of leads complete only
'
. : 3 :tor 2bc.; une dozen 90c. po.stpald.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.

POCKE'l' SAVINGS BANK.
A nerfect Iltt le bank, !Jaudsomel y nickel
lated. Holds just five dollars (50 ,limes).
t cannot be opened until the bank Is foll,
hen It cnn bl! rencllly emptied an ,l relocked,
F.verv parent
eacly to be ngaiu refill e d.
bould sep thnl their cMlclren l1ave n small
nving• hank, as the early hahit or sn,ing
rhetr climes is of the ,rreatest lmpol'tance.
Ha hits formNl In early, life are se l<lnm forgotten In lnt'i'r ypnrs. PrkP of this llttle
bank, 10~.: 3 for 21k .. mnlle/1, nos.tpaln .
C, BEHR, 150 W, 62d Street, N. Y.
IMITATION BED BUGS.
Tills toy is nn exact ilnitation or the
friendly little fellow who shares your bed,
eat~ out of your !Jand or leg and who ac·
·cepts your !Jumble ' hospitality even with·
out an Invitation. The fact that he also
Insists on introducing all bis friends and
family circle, sometimes makes him most
unpopular with the ladies; most every
woman you know would have seven kinds
ot fits If she saw two, or even one, of
these imitations on her bed~pread, Six are
contained In a transparent envelope. Price.
10c. by mall.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

LINK THE LIMK PVZZLB.
The l!lensatic,n o:t the da.y.

Pronounced by all, the moat
l'laffling and acientiflc n•velty

eut. Thousands h&.ve wgrke<l
at it fer hours without mas-

tering It, still It can be done in two second•
by giving the Jinks the proper twist, but unless you know hew, the harder yeu twist them
the tighter they grow, Price, 6c.; 3 !or Hic,1
one dozen, 60c., by mall, p9stpaid.
FRANK SIIIlTH, 883 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

•
THE HELLO PUZZLE
Can you get the ring off?
This puzzle is the la.test ere•
, atton o! Yankee ingenuity.

Apparently it ta· the eaeieat
thing in the world to remave
the ring from the block, but

0
• lecover the trlc~~ uti1~:: y~~u1i:no ~ ~~~d~t \~
aone. Price by mall, postpaid, 10c.; 3 tor 25c,
H, F. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. Y,

~el.:~~

r~ltlt~: ~i

la
bottle
It
that
cannot be made to lie down
and yet by simply passlnC
the hand over It, the per•
former causes It to do so.

This

trick

affords

great

a,m.uaement. and ls of convenient size to carry

a bout. Price 10c. each by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR. 150 W. 62d St., New York City,

TllE CANADIAN WONDEl't CARD TBl(JJL
Aston:ehlng, wonder!11I,

Have you
and perplexing!
Any child can
seen them?
work them, and yet, what
they do is so amusing that
the sharpest people on earth
We cannot tell
are tooled.
you what they do. or other•

would get next and spoil the

fu n.
'the

Just get a set and read the dfrecttone.
results will startle your friends and.

11,tterly mystify them.

sr:

A genuine good thins

you wish to have no end or amusement.
Price 10<1. by mall, postpairt.
Y.
H. F. LA.lfG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn,

?f•

CRESCENT
AND
PUZZLE.

2 to $500 EA.CH paid for hundreds of
old Coins, Keep ALL money dated be·
fore 1895 and send Ten cents for Ne"
Illustrated Coln Vaine Book. size 4:1:7 ,
It may mean your Fortune. CLARii:H
COIN Co .. Box 95, Le Boy, N. Y.

$

CAOHOO AND ITOH POWDER.
As Itch powder, Ca..!hoo and Bombs are
unmnilable. we cannot accept orders for les•
than Ona Dollar's worth of an assortment.
They can be sent by express only,, on w!Jlch
we wilI prepay tbe charges.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y,
RUBBER SUCKEB.

MYSTERIOUS PLATE LIFTER.
Mnde Of fine rubber, with bulb on one end
and lnflator at other. Place It under a table
cover , under plate or glass, and hulb I~
pre s s ed underneath. object rlses mYsterl·
on sly: 40 lncbes Jon)!:, Price 25c., p ostpaid.
O. BEJIR. 150 W. 62d St., New York Olty,

GEEAT BURGLAR PUZZLE,
'l'be lntest anll
01 o s t fascinating
puzzle ever placecl
o n t h e market.
Patented May 30.
rt consists of tour
revolving d I a I s,
each dial containing 16 figures. 64
figures In all. To
open the sate these
dials must be
tnrne'a around on·
tll tile figures in
each of the 16 col·
umns n<'lded together total 40. The puzzle Is made on the
plan or tile combination lock on the large
iron safes that open on a combination ot
Persons have been Jmowu to sit
figures,
up all night, so Interested bave they be·
come · trying to get ~ach colnmn to total 40.
In this fascinating pnzzle. Vi' ltb the printed
key which we send ,Yith each puzzle the fii;-ures can be set In a few minutes so as to
totnl 40 In each colnmn.
Prlce 15 e!'nts: mnlle<'I. postpaid.
n. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

·=c
THE

GOOD LUCK GUN FOB.
The real western article
carried by the cowboys. It
is made of fine leather
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The holster contains a metal gun, of the
same pattern as those used
by all the most famous
scouts. Any boy wearing
one of these fobs will atIt will
tract attention.
give him an air of western
romance. The prettiest
and most serviceable watch
ELK l{EAD PUZZLE.
fob ever made. Send for
Just out an<l one ot tbe one to-day. Price 20 cents
most tascinntlng puzzles on e:ir-h b:v mail nostpaid.
the market. The stunt ls to

separate the antlers ttnd rejoin them. It looks eaR:r, but
try It and you will admit that
It Is wlthou t exception the best puzzle yon
have ever seen. You can't leave It alone.
Mnde of slivered metal. Price Uc.; S for
30c., sent by man. postpa!d.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, ,N. Y.

THJll SPIDER WED PUZZLE.
A very Interesting lit·
tle puzzle. It consists
of a heavily nickeled
plate and brass ring,
The object Is to get
e the ring rrom the side
to the center and back,
This Is very bard, but
directions
give
we
making It easy, Price,
10 cents each, by mall,
postpaid.
•
FRANK S:.\IITH,
..____
883 L.,nox A,•e., N. Y.
SCIENTIFIC l\Il;\0 RE4DiNG.

Wontlerful! Startling! Sci·
entitle! You hand a friend
a hanaaome set of cards on
which are printer! the names
of the 28 United States Presidents. Ask him to secretly
select a name and bold the
card to his forehead and
thinlt of the name. Like a
flash comes the answer "Lincoln. Wasb!ngton," or whatever name he Is thinking of.
Tbe more you repeat it tile more puzzling It
becomes . With our outfit yon can do it anyStartle
~·he re, any time, with anybody.
your friends. Do !t at the next party or
nt your club and be the lion of the evening.
This was invented by a famous magician.
Price. wlth complete set of cards nn/1 run
lnstrneti0ns, 12 ~E'nts, mniled, postpald.
0. BEHR. 150 W. 62d St., New York City,

1l

Rubber Vacuum Suckers

The latest novelty out! Dishes and plate~
will stirk to the table, cup s to the snucer s
like glue. Pnt one under a glass and then
Lots of fun.
You can't.
try to lift it,
Always pnt it on a smooth s11rface and w e t
',he rubber. Mnn-v oth e r trick s can he ac·
complished with this n ovelty,
Price, 12 cts. each by mail, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W, 62d Street, N. Y.

H, F, LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn. N, Y.

Hold discs in each !Jand and twist the
strings by swinging the toy around and
Rround about 30 times. Then move the
hands apart, ~ulllng on the discs- and
causing the strmgs to untwist. This will
rotate the wheel and cause the sparks to
fly, The continued rotation of the wbe~l
will again twist the strings. When this
twisting commences slacken the string•
sllght:y until they ahe full twisted, tllell
pull:
Price 25 cts. each by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St.. New York Olty,
BLACK-EYE JOKE,
New and amu,tsing joker. 1'hE
~/g!~mtolshi~oliYQt~o h~!d totheexci~~:
all light from the back, and then
to remove the tu\1e until plcture1t
appear Jn the center. In tryi ng
to locate the pictures he wHl receive the fl.nest blaca:-eye you e ver
saw. We turnfsh a. small box of
blackening preparation with ea cll
tube, so the joke can be used indet1nttely. Those not in th ~ trick
wJll b e caught every umc. Ab s oPrice by mall 15c, <>itch ;
Jntely harmless.
~ for 25c.
0, BEHR. 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

iVOLFF Novelty Co., 168

,v.

23d St., fN. Y.

MAGIC LINK .PUZZLE.

OJOO ~i:e~r~:¥ ff

link them together just exactly tue sawe way magicians link their
But we defy
easy.
dead
looks
it
hoops.
onybody to do It unless they know the
postpaid.
mail,
by
lOc,
•ecret. Price
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W, 23d St., N. Y,

A very ingenious puzzle,
consisting of a nut and
with a ring fastened
( ) bolt tbe
shank, which canon
not be removed unless the
Dnt is removed . 'l'he question Is how to remove the nut. Price, J5c, by mall, pos tpaid .

We have here one of
the greatest lltle novelties ever produced.
with this Instrument
absolutely
can
you
test the strength ot
your :ungs. It has an
in.:Sicator which clear•
ly shows you the n nmuer of pounds you can
Lots of fun
lllow.
lungs.
your
testiug
Get one and see what
a good blower you are.
15c;• by mall.
Price

postyalu,
FRANK SMITH. S8S Lenox Ave., N. Y.
RUBB:ER DAGGER,

On account of the war we have
suustltuted this novelty for the
Magic Dagger. It is eight inches In
length. made to look exactly like 11
steel weapon and would deceive almost anybody ·at whom you might
thrust It. But es the blade Is made
of ruhbe!', it can do 110 injury,
Price llic, by mall. postpllld.
H, F. LANO, JRl:; Centre Street,
J!rc~kiyn, Ne,v York.

A very handsome fountain pen case
to which ls attached a pocket holder
ueatly made of metal and hlgblY
nickel-plated . Wben your friend de·
~ires the use of your pen and gets It.
he Is Yer.v much astoulsbect when he
r0moves the cap t,y the s.1d1len and
loud nois!l of the explosion that occurs, and yet a Jlttle pa per cap does
it all. Prlco. 35c, t,y mall, p ostpald.

•

FRANK SllllTH, 883 Lenox A,·e .. N. l'.

The simplest trick out.
All you have to do Is to
get the cigarette Into
Charlie's mouth. Ah, ha i
But can YQU do It 7 We
Anyhow, you
doubt it.
might try. It's a safe bet
your friends can't work
It. The trick !s a sta·
tionary head and a loose
cigarette !11 a metal box
with a g1ass top. It rou don't . get one you'll
regret !t, that's all. Price 12c, by mall,
postpaid.
C. BEHR. 150. W. 62d St., New York City .

THE LlJNG T.;;STI!lR.

THE

THE WAR FOlJNTAIN PEN.

NlJT AND BOLT PUZZLE.

THE KAZOO.

Made In the exact shape or a sub·
With this comical little
marine.
lustrument you can give a lJrld~
aud l'(room one of the finest serenades they ever received. Or, if you
wish to use it as a ventriloquist ,
yon will so completely change your
voice that your best friend will not
recognize It. Price. 12e. by mail,
postpaid.

THE QUESTION PUZZLE.
'l'wo lltti.s !u the form

or question warks, fas·
tened together at the top.
'l'he object · i8 to dlsen·
gage one link from tbe
utller. It cannot be done
directions.
tbe
""lthout
Price lOe, l>y mall, post i
directions.
pa d, with

i,

RANK SMITH. 383 Lenox Ave,

N. Y.

JITNEY BUS GAl\lE_
A circular metal

box

Inwith a glass top.
side ls a tiny garage
tlxed at one side and a
little
traveling
lo.ose
1,'ord. It requires an expert to get the swiftly
moving auto into the
garage. This one grabs
your Interest. bolds It,
and almost makes you
wll<J \\ ue11 you find · after repeated trials
the trick. Price 12c,
do
to
Is
how hart.l it
by mail, postpaid.
W. 23d St., N. Y.
168
Co.,
WOLl!'F Novelty

1

WOL:FF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
THE MODEUN Da.NCEUS.

!§l!M'

ROUGH RIDER

o,so

PISTOL.

liude ot nicely colwo_od a½ 1nches
oreu
long. 'I he power 19
,
· ··
furnished by rubber
l.Jands. Ten discs ot
,u t.l\.Joanl witil each
,istol Priee. tic. eacu.
_
by mall. oostpald.
WOLFF Novelty Co .• 1G8 \V. 23 .. St., N. Y.

F Q(

'J:he~e dancers are set
In a gilt trame, t.lle size
of our engraving. !:ly
lightlug a match and
lllOviug it In circular
form ut the l:tack they
FORTUNE TELLING OARDS.
can lie made to dance
furiously, the heat trow
The most comical fortune telling cards
the match w a r m I n g ever Issued. Every one a joke that w·UJ
tllem up. It yo·u want arouse screams of laughter. '£hey are shutto see an up-to-date tled, and one Is drawn-red for ladies, whit.tango dance send tor for gentlemen. Ou the dr'lwn card is a
this pretty d1arm.
mirth-provok ing picture, and a few words
Price. 15 ci:ut~. or s revealing your fortune. Price Ii'!., sent uy
postpaid.
mall.
for 40 ceuts, sent by mall. postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.
Wolff No'!'rlty C,o., 168 W. 23d St., N, Y.

READ THIS ONE!'

"Movine Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYER S

PRICE ~c P~R COPY
Dlf"""
--.,:J
PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSE LF!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominen t Performe rs I
OUT EVERY FRIDA y
32 PAGES OF READING
r,
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographie s r,f Actors and Actresses
Six Stories -,f the Best Filmi;,, on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Playe
Interesting Articles About Proniinent People in the Filme
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture-ma king
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Mo,ing Pictures
SIMILAR PUBLITHIS LITI'LE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER
CATION ON THE MARKET!
.
ar.d its special artiIts authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustration s are exquisite,
cles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
of its kind in the world.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the veryorbest
postage-sta mps, and we will mail you
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer , or send us 6 cents in money
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF , Publisher, 166 We1.!t .23d Street, New York City

WILD WEST WEEKLY

766 Young Wild West Routing the Robbers; or, Saving Two

-LATESTISSUES-

Million Dollars.

751 Young Wild West At tbe Little Big Born; or, The Last Stand
of the Cavalry.
752 Young Wild West's Big Bluff:; or, Playing A Lone Hand.
753 Young Wild West At Bowle B~nd; or, The Ban ot the Bandit
Band.
754 Young Wild Wl'st's Ton of Gold; or. The Accident to Arletta.
755 Young Wild West's Green Corn Dance; or, A Lively Time
Wlt1' the Pawnees.
756 Young Wild W~st and the Cowboy King; or, Taming a Texas
"Terror."
757 Young Wild West ' s Pocket ot Gold ; or, Arletta's Great DI• ·

767 Young Wild West at Rattlesnake Run; or, Arietta's Deal

768

769
770

771

With Death.
Young Wild West's Winning Streak; or,.A Straight Trail to
Tombstone.
Young Wild West's Lightning Lariat; oi:. Arietta and the
Road Agents.
Young Wild West's Red-Hot Ride; or, Pursued· by tbe
Comanches.
Young Wild West and the Blazed Trail; or, Arietta as a,
Scout.
Youn!' Wild West's Fou r of a Kind; or, A Curious Combination.
Young Wild West Caught by the Crooks; or, Arietta On
Hand.
Younit Wild West and the Ten Terrors; or. The Do·o m of
Dashing Dan.
Young Wild West's Barrel of ;,Dust"; or, Arletta's Chance
Shot.
Young Wild West's Triple Claim; or, Simple Sam. the "Sun-

772
758 ygg~;r~lld West· and .. Shawnee Sam" ; or, The B a it -Breed 's
773
Treachery.
759 Young Wild West's Covered Trail; or, Arletta and tbe
774
Avalanche.
700 Young Wild West nnd the Diamond Dagger; or, The Mexi775
can Girl's RE>venge.
761 Young Wild West at Silver Sh4le; or, A Town Run by "Ten776
derfoots."
downer''
762 Young Wild West ·surrounded by Sioux; or, Ar letta and the
777 Young Wild West's Curious Compact; or, Arietta As An
Aerona:ut.
Avenger.
763 Young Wild West and the "Puzzle of tbe Camp"; or, The
778 Young Wild West's Wampum Belt; or, Under the Ban of the
Girl Who Owned the Gulch.
Utes.
764 Young Wild West and the Mustangers; or, The Boss of the
779 Young Wild West · and the Rio Grande Rustlers; or, The
Bronrl1<> Ru~ters.
Brandln,:,: at Buckhorn Ranch.
765 Youn,:: Wild West After the Apaches; or, Arletta's Arizona
780 Young Wild West and th"e Line League; or, Arietta .Among
Ad'l"enture.
'
·
the Smuggle_rs.
For sale b:v all newsdealers, Qr will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents. per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

F RANK

TOUSEY,

Publisher

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

'

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR TEN-CENT
No. 46. HOW TO ;HAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY,-A descript.iou of the wonderful

uses of ele<·tricit.v and electro magnetism: togetl!er with full instructicrns for making
Electric 'l'oys. Batteries. etc. lly George
'.rre'\,el, A.M., M.D. Coutaining over fifty illustrations.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK. RIDE AND
DIU\'E A HORSE.-A complete treatise on

the borse. Descril.Jing the most useful horses
for business, the best horses, for the road;
also valuable recipes for <liseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48.

HOW TO BUILD AND

SAIL

CA:SOES.-A bandy book for boys, containIng .full directions for constructing canoes
aud the most popular manner of sailing
tllem. J<' u1ly illustruted.
No. 49.

HO\V TO r.EBATE.-,-Giving rules

for conducting debates, outliues for debates.
questions for discussion, and the l.Jest
sources for procuring information on tbe
q uest!on given.
~

No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIR DS AND
A NlllfALS.-A valuable book. giving instruc-

tions in c·o!lecting, preparing. wounti11g and
preserving I.Jirds, animals and insects,
No. 51.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH

<lARDS.-Contnining explanations of t,l1e
general principles ot sle-1ght-of-han<l applicable to card tricks; of card trieks with
ordinary cards. and not requiring sleightot-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand,
or the use of specially prepared cards. 11lustratE>d.
,._
No. 52.

HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glnn~
the rules and full directions for playing

Encnre,
Cribhage,
Casino,
Fort:v-Flve,
Rounce. Peilro Sancho, Draw Poker. Auction
Pitcll. All Fours, and many other popular
games of eards.

HAND BOOKS

No. 60. H OW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPilER.-Contalning useful information

regarding the Camera and how to work it;
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Rlides and other Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated.

No. 62.
H OW TO BECOME A WEST
POINT ;'!IlLITAJtY CADET.-Explains how

to gain admittance, course of Study, Examinntions.._ Duties, Staff: of Officers, Post Guard,
Police uegulatlons, Fire Department, and all
a l,oy should know to be a cadet. By Lu
Senarens.
No. 63.

HOW TO BECOJIIE A NAVAL

CADET.- -Complete Instructions of how to
gain admission to the Annapolis Na..-al Acad<'DlY, Also containing the course ot instruction, description of grounds and buildings,
historical sketch, and everything a boy
should know to become an officer in the
United States Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 61.

HOW T O MAKE ELECTRICAL

l\lACHINES.-Contallling tull directions for
making electrical machines, Induction coils.
dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
L>y electricity_ By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
1llustrated.
No. 65. lllULDOON'S JOKES.-The most
original joke book ever published, and it Is
brimful of wit and humor. It contains a
large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., of •.rerrence Muldoon, the great wit, llumMist, and practical joker of the day.
No. 66.

HOW TO D O PUZZLES.-Con-

tainin over three hundred interesting puzzles a, J conundrums, with key to same. A
complt e book. Fully illustrated.
No.

"7.

HOW

TO

DO

ELECTRICAL

TRICRS.-Containing a large collection of
instruct-Ive and highly amusing electrical
tricks, together with 11!ustrations. By A.
.Anderson.

No. 73. HOW TO D O TRICKS WITH
;NUJIBERS.-Showing many curious tri<·k><
witb figures and the magic of nullll.Jers. By
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No, 74.
HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.
CORBECTLY.-Containing full instruetions

for writing letters on almost any sul.Jjec·t:
also rules for punctuation and composition.
with specimen letters.-

No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.

-Contaiuiug tricks with Domiuoes, Die~
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc.
Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. I!y A. A.nderson.
No. 76, HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE IlAND.-Containing rules for telling
fortunes by the aid of lines of tbe hand. or
the secret of palmistry .. Also the secret of
telling future events by ald of moles, marks,
scars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77.

HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS

78.

H OW TO DO THE BLACK ART,

No. 79.

HOW TO BECO~IE· AN ACTOR.

WITH CAltDS.-Contalning deceptive Cart!
Tricks· as performed I.Jy leading conjurers
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. F'ully illustrated.
No.

-Coutailling a complete description of the
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-hand. together with many wonderful experiments.
By A. Anderson.
Illustrated.
-ContaiJing . complete Instructions how to
make up for various cnnracters on the stul'e;
together with the duties of the Stae-e ;\fanager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
Man.
No. 80. GUS WILLIA)IS' JOKE BOOK.-:-

Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned German comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsom;,
colored cover, -containing a half-tone photo
of the author.
No. 81.

H O W TO l\lESMERIZE.-Contain-

No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTER S.-A
ing the most approved method of mesmerwonrlerful little book, tell!ng :vou how to
ism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic healNo, 68.
HOW TO DO CHEl\ITCAL
write to your "''"eetbeart, your father, moth- TRJCKS.-Contalnlng over one
ing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Ko£b, A.C.S., auhundred
er, sister. brother. employer; and, In fact, highly amusing and instructive tricks
thor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
with
everybody a11d anybody you wish to write chemicals. By A . .Anderson. Handsomely
No, 82. HOW TO DO PALJIIIST R Y.-Conto.
taining the mo-~t approved nu!thods or read•
illustrated.
ing tbe !in.es on the hand, together with a
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND l\lANAGE
PETS.--Giving complete information as to
No. 69 ·
HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OFfull explanation of their meaning. Also exthe manner and method of raising, keeping. 1 HAND.-Containing over fifty ot the latest
plaining phrenology, and the key of telling
taming, breeding. and managing all kinds and l1est tricks used by magicians. Also
characters by the bumps -on th~ head. Ry
or pet~: also giving full instructions for c·ontafning the secret of second sight. Fully
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
maklnlf cages, E>tc .
Fully explained by illustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO H YPNOTIZE.-Containtwent~· -eight illustrations.
No. 70. HO-W TO JIIAKE MAGIC TOYS.ing valuable and instructive inforlll1ttiou reNo. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAlllPS Containing full directions for making M!lgic
garding tb.e science of hypnotism. Also exAND COINS.-Containing valuable informn- To~·s and devices of many kinds. Fully ii·
plaining the most approved methods which
tlon r1-garding the collecting and arranlfing lustrated.
are employed by the leading hypnotists of
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illusNo. 71.
H OW TO DO MECHANICAL
thf world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
trated.
TRICKS.-Containing complete Illustrations
N o , 84. H OW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN EN- for performin,:: over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
-Containing information regarding choke
GLYEER.-Containing full instructions bow Fullv lllustrated.
of subjects, tbe use of words and the manto become a locomotive engineer; also di recner of preparing and suhm!tting manu72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
tions for building a model locomotive: to- WITH CARDS.-Embracing all of the latest
scripts. Also c.outaining valuahle informagetller with a full description of everything an<l most deceptive card tricks, with mustion as to the neatness, lel?i.hility and general composition ot manuscripts.
an engineer should know.
trations.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, or 3 for 2\lc., in money or postai;e stamps, by

No.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., N. Y.
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